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PUBLIKA SENANDUNG RAYA 2019
MAY 10 TO JUNE 2
PUBLIKA SHOPPING GALLERY

START IN TIOMAN KG GENTING TIOMAN ISLAND
JUNE 12 AND 13
KG GENTING, TIOMAN ISLAND, PAHANG

ILIZA SHLESINGER LIVE IN KUALA LUMPUR
JUNE 16
THE PLATFORM, MENARA KEN TTDI

2019 HYOLYN 1ST WORLD TOUR [TRUE] IN KUALA LUMPUR
JUNE 28
DEWAN WAWASAN MENARA PGRM CHERAS

GRAND BAZAR RAMADAN RAYA 2019
MAY 16 TO JUNE 6
STADIUM BUKIT JALIL

HOME LIVING EXHIBITION (HOMES)
JUNE 14 TO 16
MID VALLEY EXHIBITION CENTRE

STORIES FOR AMAH
JUNE 27 TO 30
PENTAS 2, THE KUALA LUMPUR PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE
(KLPAC)

BERYL’S RAYA CHOCOLATE SALE
MAY 16 – JUNE 3
BERYL’S CHOCOLATE SERI KEMBANGAN

KPOP DANCE COVER COMPETITION GRAND FINAL
JUNE 15
PENTAS 1, THE KUALA LUMPUR PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE
(KLPAC)

THE EXPERIENCE SHOWCASE | L.I.F.E “LIVE IN FREEDOM
OF EXPRESSION”
JUNE 16
PENTAS 1, THE KUALA LUMPUR PERFORMING ARTS
CENTRE (KLPAC)

MUSICAL RAYA MALAM TUJUH LIKUR
JUNE 2 AND 6
SURIA KLCC
HARI RAYA AIDILFITRI
JUNE 6

VOICE OF NATURE: TITAN SYMPHONY
JUNE 15 AND 16
DEWAN FILHARMONIK PETRONAS
PHANTOM OF THE OPERA MUSICAL
JUNE 15 TO JULY 7
ISTANA BUDAYA, KUALA LUMPUR

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY ZEE AVI + NJWA
CONCERT
JUNE 22
PUTRA WORLD TRADE CENTRE (PWTC) KUALA LUMPUR
CELEBRATE POP RAYA 2019
JUNE 22
CITY OF ELMINA

VERDI’S LA TRAVIATA
JUNE 27 TO 30
PENTAS 1, THE KUALA LUMPUR PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE
(KLPAC)
MALAYA RELIVED: THE PENANG RIOTS
JUNE 27 TO 30
GMBB @ KL, JLN ROBERTSON, BUKIT BINTANG

MUST VISIT ART GALLERY
KL LIFESTYLE ART SPACE

KL Lifestyle Art Space (KLAS) is an art gallery that boasts modern and contemporary
artworks from Malaysia and around the region. Through its gallery, KLAS intends to
inculcate awareness about Malaysian artists and their works. This establishment will
also provide the service of receiving consignments from artists or individual collectors,
thereby making their artworks available to interested parties. Today, KLAS is one of
the leading auction houses in Malaysia that sells high volumes of prized artworks
during every auction.

FOR ENQUIRIES CONTACT
INFO@MEDIATE.COM.MY T: +603 7932 0668 FREE ADMISSION
FOR MORE INFO VISIT
WWW.KL-LIFESTYLE.COM.MY 31 JALAN UTARA, 46200 PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR
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WHAT’S HAPPENING
KPOP DANCE COVER
COMPETITION GRAND
FINAL

MUST VISIT MUSEUM

June 15
Venue: Pentas 1, The Kuala
Lumpur Performing Arts
Centre (klpac)

PUBLIKA SENANDUNG
RAYA 2019
May 10 to June 2
Venue: Publika Shopping
Gallery

Balik kampung by train is a mode of
transportation used by most people back
in the days. Publika Senandung Raya
is the main theme for this year’s Publika
Hari Raya, a name inspired from the
Ekspres Senandung, a late night train
from KL to Singapore. There will be
a variety of bazaar vendors, exciting
performances, workshops, art exhibitions
with artistic decorations of an old train
station along The Gallery, Level G2!

MUSICAL RAYA
MALAM TUJUH LIKUR
June 2 and 6
Venue: Suria KLCC

On the 27th night of Ramadan, oil lamps
known as ‘pelita’ or ‘panjut’ are lit to
attract spirits and angels alike to grace
the Night of Lailatul Qadar on earth. It is
believed that the spirits and angels will
bring blessings to the home of Muslims,
and the lights will be kept brightly lit until
the festival ends.
Join Suria KLCC to celebrate this Raya
with exclusive performances to enjoy
with the whole family!
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HARI RAYA AIDILFITRI
June 6

After fasting from dawn to dusk for a
month, Hari Raya Aidilfitri is a day that
signifies victory for Muslims everywhere.
On this special day, Muslims attend special
morning prayers in mosques and visit the
graves of their loved ones. Decked in their
traditional finery, friends and family from
near and far come together to celebrate
this joyous occasion. There will be lots of
tasty delicacies to make the celebration
memorable!

START IN TIOMAN KG
GENTING TIOMAN
ISLAND

June 12 and 13
Venue: Kg Genting, Tioman
Island, Pahang
The programme promotes the idyllic
island of Tioman in the South China Sea
as the international destination for diving
lessons. Visitors from around the world
can bask in the glorious tropical sun,
explore the marine wonders and obtain
their diving licence at competitive prices.

Kpop Dance Cover Competition (KDCC)
is organised by Freedom Dance Studio,
is now in its fifth year, growing in
strength and prominence. Its aim is to
nurture talented youths via a showcase
by exposing them to regional and
international-level competitions. It is
hoped that by raising the bar, youths
would be inspired to compete and
represent Malaysia in international
competitions.

GRAND BAZAR
RAMADAN RAYA 2019
May 16 to June 6
Bukit Jalil Stadium

This Ramadan, the BIG family invites you
to join them for their exciting bazaar
featuring over 400 different stalls with
food, clothes and more.

Ticket: RM25

VOICE OF NATURE:
TITAN SYMPHONY

June 15 and 16
Venue: Dewan Filharmonik
Petronas
“Like a voice of nature!” declared
Mahler of his Titan Symphony. A
plethora of featured forest sounds proved
controversial for early audiences, but
music lovers have long since embraced
Mahler’s most optimistic symphony.
Making her DFP debut, violinist Grace
Clifford performs the enduringly popular
Mendelssohn concerto.
Tickets:RM56 to RM141

PHANTOM OF THE
OPERA MUSICAL

June 15 to July 7
Venue: Istana Budaya,
Kuala Lumpur
Watch the show unfold at Istana Budaya
which will be magically transformed into
the Palais Garnier opera house of Paris
by 130 cast, crew and orchestra members
with jaw-dropping scenery, breathtaking
special effects, stirring music and more
than 230 costumes.

CELEBRATE POP RAYA
2019
June 22
Venue: City of Elmina

Expect to be welcomed with a sumptious
buffet at Sime Darby Property’s Raya
open house. While you’re at it, take
advantage of the exclusive limited-time
Raya rebates to buy your next home or
an investment opportunity that you can
count on.

SASANA KIJANG GALLERY
BANK NEGARA MALAYSIA MUSEUM
AND ART GALLERY
The Art Gallery provides a rotating
display of the Central Bank of Malaysia’s
art collection. Selected paintings, prints,
drawings and sculptures which chart
the nation’s milestones and highlight the
Central Bank’s support for the arts include
works by early masters such as Hossein
Enas and Yong Mun Sen, continuing up to
the present day.

THE NAUTILUS ICON
One of the most striking features in Bank
Negara Malaysia Museum and Art Gallery
is the Nautilus Staircase that begins from the
lobby and links every floor. This structure is
the inspiration for the main graphic icon.
The icon is actively applied and prevalent
across all of Bank Negara Malaysia
Museum and Art Gallery’s communications
material.

SASANA KIJANG,
2 JALAN DATO’ ONN,
50480 KUALA LUMPUR
EMAIL: INFOMUSEUM@BNM.GOV.MY
FREE ADMISSION
OPEN DAILY FROM 10AM TO 6PM.
CONTACT: +603 9179 2784
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MUST VISIT
PUBLIC ART GALLERY

STORIES FOR AMAH

June 27 to 30
Venue: Pentas 2, The Kuala
Lumpur Performing Arts
Centre (klpac)

ILIZA SHLESINGER LIVE
IN KUALA LUMPUR
June 16
Venue: The Platform,
Menara Ken TTDI

One of America’s hottest comedians,
Iliza Shlesinger is the only female and
youngest comedian to hold the title of
NBC’s Last Comic Standing. Brought by
LOL Events, she will be tickling ribs in
Malaysia with her latest comedy tour
as she takes her brash, straight-talking
and truth-telling humour on the road to
worldwide acclaim.
Shlesinger has taken the comedy world
by storm with 4 Netflix specials – ‘War
Paint’, ‘Freezing Hot’, ‘Confirmed Kills’,
and ‘Elder Milennial’, on top of numerous
television and film appearances.
Her comedy which highlights social
issues with a comical twist is sure to
charm audiences across the globe. From
her expressive body language to her
Party Goblin persona, Iliza Shlesinger is
bold and hysterical as she confronts the
age-old myths that surround men and
women. Her humour puts a fresh spin on
the gender while her observations cover
everything from what it means to be a
30-something woman living in today’s
world.
Tickets: RM138 to RM228
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THE EXPERIENCE
SHOWCASE | L.I.F.E
“LIVE IN FREEDOM OF
EXPRESSION”

June 16
Venue: Pentas 1, The Kuala
Lumpur Performing Arts
Centre (klpac)
Freedom Dance Studio will showcase
its very first dance theatre production
called L.I.F.E (Live in Freedom of
Expression). This production involves
the melding of various street dance
styles and contemporary dance by some
very talented local choreographers and
dancers.
In Malaysia, we are embedded since
young with the Asian culture of meeting
our parents’ expectations. We are taught
to not question the choices our parents
have made for us and that their intentions
are to protect and guide us along the
right way. We all want to make our
parents proud with all that we have. But
what if our goals in life are not the same
as theirs?
Join this journey to explore how our
choices in life determine our future. We
follow two best friends who are on both
ends of the spectrum, one having the
choices made by parents and one who
has the freedom of choice. As they go
through life, they share their perspectives,
struggles, hopes and dreams.

INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN’S DAY ZEE
AVI + NJWA CONCERT

June 22
Venue: Putra World Trade
Centre (PWTC) Kuala Lumpur

Stories for Amah was first staged
in 2002, to critical and commercial
acclaim. It was restaged a year later,
again to full houses. It garnered 5
nominations at the BOH Cameronian
Arts Awards and rave reviews.
Ticket: RM60

International Women’s Day Zee Avi +
NJWA Concert combines two artistes with
a very distinct style of music.
Both artistes have spread their music
all over the world independently and
unpretentiously and to have them doing
a concert together, surely this will be a
world-class sensation.
Zee Avi is an internationally-recognised
Malaysian singer, songwriter, musician
and visual artist where she was the
recipient of The International Youth Icon
Award in 2011. One of her hit songs,
‘Swell Window’ was also featured in the
international TV series including 21 Jump
Street and Gossip Girl.
Najwa Mahiaddin, who is now simply
known as NJWA has just released a
three-track, self-titled EP to celebrate her
musical freedom and experimentation
with an ethereal, neo-soul sound that she
is extending to her shows throughout the
country. Recipient of the Best New Artist
and Best Local English Song during AIM
18, NJWA will surely bring something
new to her fans.
Tickets: RM 88 to RM388

MALAYA RELIVED:
THE PENANG RIOTS
June 27 to 30
Venue: GMBB @ KL, Jln
Robertson, Bukit Bintang

Brought to life in the form of a three-act
musical, the show invites you on a timebending journey as you are given the
rare opportunity to visit 19th century
George Town.
Strung together with original music
inspired by Chinese opera and the dulcet
tones of early technicolor cinema, Liver
& Lung promises a colourful journey with
familiar sounds, smells and tastes.
Audiences are invited to dress in their
best traditional wear, enjoy the kueh and
witness Malaysian history unfold before
their eyes.
Ticket: RM 70

ILHAM GALLERY KUALA LUMPUR

VERDI’S LA TRAVIATA
June 27 to 30
Venue: Pentas 1, The Kuala
Lumpur Performing Arts
Centre (klpac)

ILHAM is a public art gallery committed
to
supporting
the
development,
understanding and enjoyment of
Malaysian modern and contemporary
art within a regional and global context.

An opera in three acts by Italian
composer Giuseppe Verdi with libretto
in Italian by Francesco Maria Piave
that premiered in Venice at La Fenice
opera house on March 6, 1853. Based
on the 1852 play by Alexandre Dumas
fils (La Dame aux camélias), the opera
marked a large step forward for Verdi
in his quest to express dramatic ideas
in music. La traviata means “the fallen
woman” or “the one who goes astray”
and refers to the main character,
Violetta Valéry, a beloved Parisian
courtesan who suffers from a lifethreatening illness. When she meets a
man named Alfredo, the two fall deeply
in love and move to the countryside
together.
One day, Alfredo’s father Germont
visits Violetta and asks her to break up
with his son to preserve their family’s
reputation. She reluctantly agrees and
ends the relationship without giving
Alfredo a reason, which leaves him
devastated. But in Violetta’s final days,
Germont is overcome with guilt and tells
his son to go reunite with his true love.
Catch the opera to find out the fate of
this love affair.
Tickets: RM128 to RM168

LEVELS 3 & 5, ILHAM TOWER, NO 8,
JALAN BINJAI,
50450 KUALA LUMPUR
EMAIL: INFO@ILHAMGALLERY.COM
FREE ADMISSION
OPENING HOURS
TUESDAY – SATURDAY (11AM – 7PM)
SUNDAYS (11AM – 5PM)
CLOSED ON MONDAYS AND
PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
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MUST WATCH MOVIES of the month
X-MEN: DARK PHOENIX
JUNE 6

This is the story of one of the X-Men’s
most beloved characters, Jean Grey,
as she evolves into the iconic Dark
Phoenix. During a life-threatening
rescue mission in space, Jean is hit
by a cosmic force that transforms
her into one of the most powerful
mutants of all. Wrestling with this
increasingly unstable power as well
as her own personal demons, Jean
spirals out of control, tearing the
X-Men family apart and threatening
to destroy the very fabric of this
planet. The film is the most intense
and emotional X-Men movie ever
made. It is the culmination of 20
years of X-Men movies, as the
family of mutants that we’ve come to
know and love must face their most
devastating enemy yet -- one of their
own.
Genre: Action / Adventure / Science
Fiction
Cast: Jennifer Lawrence, Tye
Sheridan, Jessica Chastain.

MEN IN BLACK
INTERNATIONAL
JUNE 13

The Men in Black (MIB) have always
protected the Earth from the scum of
the universe. In this new adventure,
they tackle their biggest threat to
date: a mole in the Men in Black
organisation. The film will serve as
both, a continuation and soft-reboot
of the successful science-fiction
franchise, which kicked off over
20 years ago with Will Smith and
Tommy Lee Jones. The Men in Black
International sees Chris Hemsworth
and Tessa Thompson as brand new
and seasoned and MIB agents,
respectively. Thompson’s character
will discover the MIB’s top secret
headquarters after 20 years of
searching. Impressed by her resolve
and potential, she is recruited by
Agent O, who returns to bridge the
gap between the previous trilogy
and the new installment.
Genre: Action/Comedy
Cast: Rebecca Ferguson, Tessa
Thompson, Chris Hemsworth.
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COVER STORY

COVER STORY
KL Lifestyle Art Space (KLAS) will be hosting its second
modern and contemporary art auction of the 2019
calendar year on July 7. The art auction will feature an
array of Malaysian and Asian art masters from around
the region. Here, we list the top 10 highlights to look
forward to during the upcoming auction.

SAVE THE DATE : KLAS ART AUCTION SALE XXXVI, JULY 7, 2019

Verso description of the artwork

When Latiff moved into a rented room in Bleibtrestrasse, Berlin
he found a bunch of withered corn flowers in a ratten basket at
a corner next to the cupboard. While the artist earnestly wanted
to head to the studio to complete a painting, he was rendered
helpless as the severe weather condition didn’t permit him to
leave. The only object that he found stimulating to draw in the
gloomy room was the yellow, dried-up corn flowers. He began
examining the subject, subsequently placing them on a table and
rearranged the stalks and petals. To emphasise further the faded
yellow colour, he places an indigo blue flowerpot beside the
basket. Thus, was his completion of his notion of a stillleben (still
life) subject and the birth of “Mais und Korb - Corn and Basket”
1962. This rare gem of a masterpiece is being shown for the first
time in Malaysia after being sold in Germany in 1962.

SYED AHMAD JAMAL
Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal was a celebrated artist for his
immense contribution to the growth of Malaysian art.
His artworks bore profound personal, social and moral
significance in various forms and mediums for the masses.
His later works, however, demonstrated a spiritual and
religious theme that centred around balance and harmony
on canvas. The late Syed Ahmad was truly a multifaceted
artist, having dabbled in various art languages including
figurative and caricature drawings; abstract paintings,
sculptures, textile art, murals, stage and poster designs and
writings. The artist’s works are exclusive and scarce, making
every piece extremely sought after and important.

Mais und Korb - Corn and Basket, 1962 (Berlin Series)
Oil on canvas laid on board 70 x 49 cm
RM 190,000 - RM 250,000
Private Collection Germany
(Formerly in the collection of Deutsche Bundesbank,
Frankfurt Germany)

ABDUL LATIFF MOHIDIN
Latiff Mohidin is undoubtedly a celebrated
artist and his works are avidly sought after
by art collectors. The man who was once a
child prodigy and now a legend in his own
right is known for his eye-catching modernist
artworks. His versatility has garnered
worldwide attention of many art enthusiasts,
falling deeply for his demesne of expressions,
uniqueness and originality. He made history
in February 2018 by being the first Southeast
Asian artist to be showcased at the renowned
Centre Pampidou, Paris.
Born in 1941 in Negeri Sembilan, Latiff
was an art genius with immense talent and
passion at an early age. He had a gift of
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producing phenomenal works as one of the
earliest Malaysian modernist artists, having
studied at the Hochschule für Bildende Künste
(Academy of Fine Arts) in Berlin from 1960
to1964 on a German scholarship. This
evidently influenced his earlier artworks to
possess tinges of German Expressionism. It
was the first time in the artist’s’ life being in
an art academy where he learned about the
basics of art.
At the Academy of Fine Arts, Berlin, Latiff in
search of his artistic style and was still unclear
on the suitable technique to express himself.
However, his themea always came back to
South-East Asia, such as the Mengkuang
Clump, Bangau-Bangauan of little boats and
Rupa-Rupaan of Balinese carvings. Inspiration

The outstanding painting entitled Berenang - (Swimming)
was profoundly executed in 1965, a period that represents
the creation of the artist’s most personal biographical
works. What’s immediately observed in this painting is the
juxtaposition of warm and cool hues, exposing the hallmark
of his early works. There is a sense of fluidity observed
throughout the painting, further emphasised by using a cool
and warm palette of dominant blue, yellow and red. One
might say that it suggests a tranquil state of mind amidst
resistance – an epiphany to the artist’s inner emotions.

was never lacking in Berlin. The change of
seasons and the surrounding nature proved
a constant muse for the artist.
It was also in Berlin that he bore innumerable
artworks, such as the Menkuang series in
which he only used two colours, yellow
ochre and prussian blue, the ‘Pesta Laut
(Seafest), ‘Rumah Dalam Pohonan (House
Amidst Trees) ‘Pagoda’, Pohon Rumbia’
(Rumbia Trees) and Persembahan (Gift) to
name a few. Without conscious volition, the
themes from life in South-East Asia emerged
as the main choice, though his experience
visiting galleries, art houses and museums
in cities like Paris, Amsterdam, London and
Brussels during the two-month holiday was
highly stimulating.

Berenang / Swimming, 1965
Oil on canvas 122 x 76 cm
RM 280,000 - RM 320,000
Private Collection Kuala Lumpur

Syed Ahmad adopted an uncanny style and meaning from
an artwork created during the same period, named, ‘Figure’.
The artist expressed his personal melancholy through
vibrant works produced in the same year. ‘Berenang’ also
showcases the silhouettes of a person at the epicentre of
the work, going through the motions of swimming with blue
colour emulating water, signifying solemnity, a metaphor for
the bitter end of his first marriage.
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YUSOF GHANI
Yusof Ghani’s ‘Biring’ series strays away from his other
series that feature the human form, masks and nature.
The ‘Biring’ series is the artist’s rendition of a cock fight,
symbolising the heroism and strife between mankind. The
use of vibrant hues and expressive brush strokes makes it
an inundating artwork.
Through dominant colours of blue, black and white paired
with Yusof’s innate prowess, he creates swirls of colours that
finally take the form of roosters at the centre of the artwork.
The roosters depicted in his painting seem to be in motion,
glowing wings flapping about as they fight for their lives.
Biring is definitely one of Yusof’s most enlightened body of
works, for not only have the works been painted with wild
abandon and freedom, but more importantly demonstrate
the artist’s ability to leave the comfort of the familiar.
Yusof was born in 1950 in Johor and used to frequent a
small movie theatre as a young boy, where he developed a
predisposition towards painting. He received a scholarship
to study art at George Mason University, USA, where he
studied Graphic Art and proceeded to pursue his master’s
degree in Fine Art at Catholic University, Washington.
Upon returning to Malaysia, he began lecturing at MARA
Institute of Technology (now UiTM). Most notably known
for Abstract Expressionism, his most coveted works are
from the rare ‘Protest’ series while his most recognised and
collected artworks are part of the ‘Tari’ series. Yusof’s other
priced works include the ‘Topeng’, ‘Wayang’ and the early
‘Segerak’ series painted between 2007 and 2010..
Biring Series XIV, 2006
Oil on canvas 122 x 90 cm
RM 90,000 - RM 120,000

KHALIL IBRAHIM
With human figures being the preferred
theme and hallmark for Khalil Ibrahim, we
are presented with a mesmerising acrylic
piece of colourful, hypnotising women and
their stances on linen.
The employment of bright, enlivening
colours creates an overall enthusiastic and
energetic mood. Silhouettes of various
individuals are situated mainly in the
centre, where Khalil’s penchant for the
human body is exhibited – he paintsedthe
curves, contours and forms expertly.
Against the bright colours that give life to
the subjects is an earthy background. Deep
brown tone wass paired with a bright blue
border to shape the artwork. In its entirety,
the painting reverberates a serene feeling.

East Coast Ladies, 1973
Batik 84 x 71 cm
RM 110,000 - RM 150,000

KHALIL IBRAHIM
From tin mines to landscapes to his series of study in rural themes
of Malay girls and children, the late Khalil Ibrahim had a knack of
producing batik masterpieces which proved notable and successful.
Khalil was already an established artist before venturing into the batik
art medium. By then, he already had a full grasp of batik painting and
was searching for new themes. It seemed to Khalil that any subject
matter suitable for oil painting was adaptable to batik painting.

The same style was applied to the ‘East Coast Ladies’, 1973, yet
another masterpiece that will have viewers in awe. This work
immediately oozes a simple charm to it and one can’t help but smile
looking at it. A muted background is seen here, with the intention to
shed the limelight on the Malay ladies. In a typical Khalil manner, the
artist granted his subjects with fluid motion, a hallmark of his artistic
style, while also signifying the femininity and grace of women.

In a 1970’s article written by Frank Sullivan for the New Straits Times,
Sullivan elaborated that Khalil’s study series of Malay girls and children
in batik had an appealing grace and charm to it. The execution of these
works focused on bringing the subjects to the foreground, by using a
relatively plain background. Without realising it, Khalil became the
first Malaysian artist to produce a batik portrait directly from the model
which proved to be an impressive feat.

While the East Coast Ladies may look like a simple work due to its
lack of vibrancy, the depth and feeling it possesses allow spectators
to see through Khalil’s eyes, transporting them to simpler times in
the East Coast where the ladies were clad in kebaya and sarongs,
tending to their daily chores.
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East Coast Series - Ladies in Waiting III, 1982
Acrylic on Linen 93 x 108 cm
RM 80,000 - RM 110,000

The late Khalil graduated from the
prestigious St. Martin’s School of Art
& Design, United Kingdom in 1964.
Thereafter, he became a full-time artist
and had been so for 50 years. He held
solo and group exhibitions in Malaysia,
Singapore, Indonesia and Switzerland,
with most of his works centered around
figures and were heavily influenced by
East Coast fishermen and women.
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DATUK IBRAHIM HUSSEIN

CHOO KENG KWANG

Datuk Ibrahim Hussein, affectionately
known as Ib, was born in Sungai Limau,
Kedah, in 1936. He studied at the Nanyang
Academy of Fine Arts in Singapore in
1956 and then moved to London, where
he continued his studies at the Byam Shaw
School of Art and the Royal Academy
Schools. He travelled to France and Italy
after being awarded an Award of Merit
scholarship. He also founded the Ibrahim
Hussein Museum and Cultural Foundation
in the Langkawi rainforest, which is a nonprofit foundation and museum committed
to promoting, developing and advancing
art and culture.

Choo Keng Kwang was the only son of a Teochew diamond
trader. He was heavily criticised for his decision to enrol
in art classes but it paid off, as he graduated with two
certificates, one from Catholic High School and the other
town Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts. He then became a
teacher and was made the principal of Sin Hua School.
Differing from Choo Keng Kwang’s usual forte of birds
and landscapes, the artist strayed away from his comfort
to produce the ‘Tin Miners’, an oil on board work. This
intriguing work presents both female and male tin miners
with sieves in hand and a basket on their backs. A few
workers are seen wearing straw hats to shade them from
the sun. The subjects in this piece portray intricacy and
attention to detail. The colour palette saw earthy, neutral
tones throughout the work.

Ibrahim never failed to captivate art
enthusiasts by proving his mastery in
abstract which is often deemed futuristic
due to the complexity in the way he
expressed the forms and dimensions of
his creation. The particular art piece was
part of the series of artworks exhibited and
sold by Galerie International New York
between 1964 and 1967.

Tin Miners, 1966
Oil on board 61 x 81 cm
RM 20,000 - RM 30,000

WONG YEAN YEAN
Wong Yean Yean, a first-time debutante in KL
Lifestyle Art Space is a dexterous Singaporean artist.
She attended the Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts
and graduated in 1979. She was a member of the
Modern Art Society Singapore and the Singapore Art
Society,The scene of this painting is set in the 1970’s
and attention is drawn towards an aged building (go
down), facing the riverfront. The painting also depicts
tug boats hoving along the river bank, commandeered
by skippers. Wong’s attention to minute details
and her fluid brushstrokes are on full display in
this artwork, breathing life into it and allowing its
viewers to experience the milieu through the artist’s
eyes. Historically, in Singapore, the go down was a
warehouse set in a commercial building, facing the
river front. It was used to store goods in-transit to its
future destination across the world.

Untitled, 1963
Gouache on magazine page laid to card
25.4 x 23.5 cm
RM 38,000 - RM 50,000

ISMAIL MAT HUSSIN
Ismail Mat Hussin approaches the batik medium with
laborious techniques which encapsulate the elegance
of Malaysian life in the East Coast of the peninsula,
predominantly painting village scenes familiar to most
Malaysians with their people as his subjects: villagers
going about their daily activities, scenes of a typical
bustling market, children playing and village folks at
leisure. There is distinct warmth and expression in his
unique batik art, which transcends the ethnic divide.
The artist is known for his combination of warm tones
and earthy hues with the use of limited palette. In the
Vegetable Seller’ work, dominant use of greens and
yellows is seen, employing a rustic look to the batik
painting. Also illustrated is a group of ladies gathering
around a vegetable seller who is cutting up a pumpkin.
The setting presumably takes place in a market where
the ladies are doing their daily marketing.

Vegetable Seller, 1974
Batik 57 x 50 cm
RM 25,000 - RM 30,000
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The Go-Downs-Singapore River Boat Quay, 1979
Oil on canvas 51x 66 cm
RM 22,000 - RM 35,000

YONG MUN SEN
In a true Yong Mun Sen manner, the artist brought forth
the ‘Junk Sailing’, a pristine piece of work produced in
1947. Yong didn’t stray far from his forte, watercolour, and
through fluid, carefree motion, he breathed life into this
work. This work is minimalistic, drawing attention to the
junk sail at its foreground and the landscape surrounding
it. The piece was most likely painted in Penang, a place
that captivated Yong with its beauty and soon after became
his muse. One can’t help but be bathed in tranquillity
viewing this painting, especially with the fact that a view
such as the one in this painting can no longer be seen in
the Malaysian landscape and is beautifully documented in
this masterpiece by the pioneer artist, Yong Mun Sen.
Junk Sailing, 1947
Watercolour on paper 25 x 35 cm
RM 10,000 - RM 15,000
KL LIFESTYLE l 17
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NIK MICHAEL IMRAN
& SITI NADIAH SHAHRIL
CELEBRATING RAYA AND
PARENTHOOD
THEIRS IS A SWEET TALE OF A HIGH SCHOOL ROMANCE THAT SPARKED THROUGH THE INTRODUCTION
OF A MUTUAL FRIEND VIA MSN MESSENGER. FAST FORWARD A DECADE LATER, CELEBRITY CHEF
NICK MICHAEL IMRAN AND SITI NADIAH SHAHRIL TIED THE KNOT AND RECENTLY WELCOMED A
BEAUTIFUL PRINCESS NAMED RUMI. RIGHT AFTER A BEAUTIFUL PHOTO SHOOT WITH KL LIFESTYLE
MAGAZINE, WE GATHERED INTEL ON PARENTHOOD, RAYA AND THE COUPLE’S FAVOURITE DISHES
TO INDULGE DURING THIS FESTIVE SEASON.

WORDS BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
PHOTOGRAPHER : BARATHAN AMUTHAN @ FRAMESBYBARATHANAMUTHAN
VIDEOGRAPHER: SAMUEL GOH U-WEI @ SAMGUW
HAIRSTYLIST & MAKE-UP: DEREK TAN @ ANAGEN
VENUE: IMPIANA HOTEL KUALA LUMPUR
WARDROBE: JOVIAN MANDAGIE
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ik Michael Imran is a popular celebrity chef, who owes his
fame to the 2011 Masterchef Malaysia competition. His
father is Nik Ezar, an experienced chef who stumbled upon
the culinary world while studying in Brisbane, Australia. Having a
father as a chef and equipped with an innate talent for cooking, Nik
Michael was able to execute an intricate three-course meal by the
time he was 13 years old. This prompted him to participate in the
Masterchef Malaysia competition in 2011 and his career has skyrocketed since. Today, the celebrity chef juggles fatherhood, running
a central kitchen, co-managing Butterkicap.com as well doing his fair
share of appearances on TV.
FIRSTLY, TELL US HOW DID YOU BOTH MEET?
Nik: We met via a mutual friend when we were 15 years old. We
were introduced through MSN messenger at the time. Subsequently,
we met up and that was how I got to know her.
WHEN DID YOU GET MARRIED?
Nik: We got married four years ago, in 2015.
NADIAH, WHAT IS YOUR PASSION?
Nadiah: I’m not working at the moment, I’m a full-time mother, which
is a job of its own.
NIK, TELL US ABOUT YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH FOOD AND
COOKING. WHEN DID YOU START COOKING?
I started cooking at a very young age because my father is a chef. He
worked as a chef in Australia but he also had a degree in economics
and accounting. So, when he returned to Malaysia, he joined the
banking industry and cooked leisurely at home. That was how I picked
up cooking – I used to be in the kitchen with him to help out when he
had people and clients over for parties. I started off by setting the table
when I was nine years old. Then, as time progressed, he allowed me to
enter the kitchen more often until the point where he trusted me enough
to make desserts while he entertained his friends. That was how it
started. Eventually, I got more motivation to cook because I realised
that girls like men who cook (laughs).
Nadiah: Well, I remember when we started dating, I was going to his
house for a date and he actually cooked for me. It was spaghetti and
crepes and it was okay.
DID YOU ATTEND CULINARY SCHOOL TO PURSUE COOKING?
No. I was taught by my dad and ever since I joined Masterchef, I
took it very seriously and opened my own restaurant. I was under the
mentorship of my head chef there. That was when I branched out from
French and Italian cuisine to Japanese and Korean, then eventually
diving deeper into South-East Asian, more specifically, Malaysian
cuisine.
WHAT PROMPTED YOU TO PARTICIPATE IN MASTERCHEF MALAYSIA
2011?
Just like everyone, I was a fan of the show. During the years 2007
and 2008, everyone was following the Masterchef competition rather
diligently – it was a show that I frequently watched with my father. My
dad is a very strict person and he pretty much had my future laid out
for me - to pursue his footsteps and become a banker. When I came
back from university one day, I revealed that there was a Masterchef
audition and asked him for his opinion. To my surprise, he was on
board for me to join. Before this, when I had casting calls for modelling
and such, he never agreed. So, with my dad’s blessings, I participated
in the Masterchef Malaysia 2011.
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TELL US ABOUT BUTTERKICAP.
Butterkicap is an initiative that I have with a couple of partners who
basically remove the know-hows of the local cuisine. So, what we do is
try to build a definitive guide to Malaysian food and as we do that, we
remove the hesitations that come with it. We measure everything by
the gramme and millilitre, making sure we’re precise for our readers.
We’re not here to say this is how you cook ‘ayam masak merah’, for
example. What we do is gather from the crowd the different kinds
of ‘ayam masak merah’, look for similarities and define it for future
generations, so we don’t loose recipes like this. It has been going very
well so far. It’s the number two most-visited food website in the country
already and we’re only two years in. It is a pretty fast rise; we’re
at a juncture right now where we’re deciding how we can engage
with the public more. The website portion is done well and the brand
recognition is good too. We want to transition and eventually host a
festival or event where we can conduct cooking classes.
WHERE DO YOU SEE BUTTERKICAP GOING?
I’m hoping it would be the guide to Malaysian food. We’re not here
to do food reviews because we feel it is pretty saturated. Basically, I
have always dreamed of having a book of my own with every single
Malaysian recipe there is. That is a daunting task, but with a website
like Butterkicap, it is something we can constantly update, resulting in
a large, definitive guide.
HOW ABOUT LUNCH WITH THE NIKS?
It is one of the shows I did with my dad and it is being screened on
RTM.
WHO IS YOUR FOOD ROLE MODEL?
Nik: That’s a tough one. Do you know, sayang? (turned to Nadiah)
Nadiah: Some Japanese chef? (giggles)
Nik: It’s very hard for me to label who my role model is. Of course, first
and foremost, it is my dad because he taught me the fundamentals of
cooking. Just like seasoning food, which varies according to moods,
so does my role models. I’m always looking out for ways to better
myself, my techniques as well as chefs who are constantly pushing the
boundaries. So, my role model constantly changes.
DO YOU HAVE ANY JOINT PROJECTS?
Nik: Yeah, a child which is a lifelong project.
Nadiah: No, I’m focusing on raising our kid and more kids hopefully,
soon.
WHO DOES THE DAILY COOKING AT HOME?
Nadiah: Sometimes he cooks for me and at other times I cook for him.
We still stay with our parents so we don’t cook everyday but on the
days that he comes home early and wants to eat something, I’ll cook
for him. Likewise, on the days that I’ve been busy with the baby and
haven’t had time to eat anything, he would cook for me.
CONGRATULATIONS ON THE BIRTH OF YOUR PRINCESS. WHAT’S IT
LIKE BEING NEW PARENTS?
Nik: It is awesome.
Nadiah: It is the best feeling in the world. But it involves hard work. I
don’t remember the last time I slept—I think the last time I slept was the
night we were in the hospital, when I got induced and the nurses gave
me painkillers. It was the best sleep ever.
WHO DO YOU LOOK TO FOR PARENTING ADVICE?
Nadiah: My mum, definitely.
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A FASHIONABLE RAYA
Prepare your home for the festive occasion and celebrate Raya
in style with these chic interior ideas.
BY SARA YEOH

VERSACE HOME
Medusa Grande Vase
RM1,303

POLS POTTEN
Round Prickle Mirror in Gold
RM2,113

HAY
Eclectic Collection
Cushion
RM578

WHAT DOES THE FIRST DAY OF RAYA LOOK LIKE IN YOUR
HOUSEHOLD?
Nik: We take turns celebrating Raya with our families. Last year,
we were with her family. Because there are two Raya’s in a year,
Raya Aidilfitri and Raya Haji, we alternate. This year, it would be
the other way round. I always make it a point to salam our parents
on Raya morning and apologise for any wrongdoings. That’s the
one thing that my wife and I do. Then, the men will normally go for
Raya prayers together and when we return, we will have a meal
together.
DO YOU HAVE A KAMPUNG YOU TRAVEL TO FOR RAYA?
Nik: Her family is based all over Kuala Lumpur but my dad’s side of
the family resides in Ipoh. We have yet to actually ‘balik kampung’.
When we celebrated Raya with my father before, it would be at
his home in Ampang. This year might be the first time we ‘balik
kampung’ to Ipoh. It would be a nice experience for my wife to
experience the feeling of going back to one’s hometown. That said,
could also be a daunting experience for her because my father has
16 siblings. I have about 80 cousins.
NADIAH, YOU MARRIED INTO A FAMILY OF CHEFS. WHO DOES
THE COOKING FOR HARI RAYA AIDILFITRI?
Nadiah: I go to my grandparents’ house as food is always in
abundance there.
Nik: When we’re with her family, no, because there’s plenty of
food. It’s rather funny on my side of the family because I try to help
in the kitchen but all the aunties would turn me away. To them, men
don’t belong in the kitchen. It doesn’t matter what I’ve achieved,
when I’m in the kitchen with them, they treat me like a little boy.
Even when they’re doing something wrong like cutting a chicken,
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they would refuse to take my advice because they say they have
been doing it for about 20 years.
WHAT ARE YOUR MUST-HAVE DISHES DURING RAYA?
Nadiah: Lemang, lontong and some sambal. That’s perfect for me
because I’m not a rendang girl.
Nik: The thing about rendang is, at every single house I go to, I
am forced to say it’s the best rendang yet but in reality, they all
taste the same. I love lontong as well, especially with extra sambal
sotong and extra kuah kacang. The night before Raya, at Nadiah’s
grandparents place, we would usually indulge in nasi Arab and it
is something we all look forward to. It has tomato salsa and tender
lamb.

A LA
Palm Tree Lamp
RM1,979

ELEGANT EMERALD
The colour green is always a joyous indication of the
Raya season. This year, give it an elegant makeover by
going dark with emerald green, and finish with shiny gold
accents. Throw in patterned fabrics for a folksier look.

THIS WILL BE THE FIRST RAYA WITH YOUR PRINCESS. ANY THEME
FOR YOUR OUTFIT?
Nik: This is not my department, so you have to ask Nadiah.
Nadiah: Yes, we’re wearing green this year. I haven’t picked out
a theme for the first day of Raya yet but green is the theme for my
parents’ Raya open house.
WHAT ARE YOUR UPCOMING PROJECTS?
Nik: I just finished a show with RTM named the ‘Colours of Asia’.
It’s the second show in my career that has nothing to do with food.
So basically, I travelled across Asia in search of colours which
landed me at so many places, with the last destination being
Jaipur in time for the Holi festival. We covered colourful places or
colourful events. I’m very enthusiastic about cycling at the moment.
I took it up last year and I’m looking forward to participating in
a lot of competitions this year. In July, I will be taking part in the
RHB Lekas Highway Ride 2019. On top of that, I’m busy running a
central kitchen that serves 12 outlets; that’s my day job.

IAN SNOW
Bayberry Cushion Cover
RM100

IKEA
Lycksele Murbo Chair-Bed
RM769

KARTELL
Bourgie Lamp
RM2,293

MARTA SALA ÉDITIONS
T3 Mathus Coffee Table
RM37,138

GUCCI
‘Chiavari’
Chair in Black
RM10,901
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UMBRA
Bolo Hanging
Planter
RM234

PARLANE
Rhipsalis
Hanging Pot
RM176

A BY AMARA
Drum Stool Table
RM1,455

ONGARO &
FUGA
Nut Mirror
RM39,135

NKUKU
Batwa Mango
Wood Decorative
Vases
RM469
BLOOMINGVILLE
Art Deco Round
Mirrors
RM578

FATBOY
The Original
Stonewashed
Bean Bag
RM1,216
BITOSSI CERAMICHE
Rimini Blu Elephant
Figurine RM654

A BOHEMIAN RAYA
Channel Boho chic for Raya in accents of floral
prints and Moroccan motifs, complete with
splashes of vibrant red for a bright, festive
vibe. Pretty footstools and cushions make extra
seating for guests, too.
GUCCI
Flower Vase Cushion
RM5,242

TACCHINI
Crystal Red
Round Armchair
RM9,677
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SERENA AND LILY
Moroccan Leather
Pouf RM2,088

FORESTY FESTIVE FUN
SANS TABÙ
Love Rectangular
Blue Cushion
RM841

Give your space a lively makeover for Raya by turning
it into a botanical wonderland. Turn up the festive factor
even more with festive lightings and shiny
Raya ornaments.

IVYLINE
Seagrass Black
Lined Basket
Planter
RM146

GARDEN GLORY
Terracotta Lion
Plant Pot in White
RM641

LES OTTOMANS
Blue Persia Flower
Rug RM10,101
IAN SNOW
Orozco
Embroidered Pouf
RM373

FRITZ HANSEN
Candleholder
RM841

A BY AMARA
Arthur Leather Chair
RM2,687
SERAX
Pot in a Cage
RM536

RUMA
Monroe Jade Velvet
Two-Seater Sofa
RM1,100
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FATHER’S WORDS OF WISDOM
Behind Every Great Child is an Amazing Father
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Fathers are the pillars of a family, they are providers, instill discipline, they are stoic, firm and
provide us with security, both physically and emotionally. It is important to recognise and reward
dads for being there, and actively imparting their wisdom. So, for this Father’s Day, we thought
it would be a treat to ask our followers about the best words of wisdom their father has imparted.
Read on for the amazing advice.
My dad was a man of few words but
everything he did was born out of love
for his children. So, his action spoke as
loud as any advice. to be kind, to respect
yourself and others and choose your own
path but never forget your roots. - Shamila
Angoosamy
“Be kind to even those who are not so kind
to you.” - Callisty Grace
“It doesn’t matter what becomes of it in the
end, but what matters is that you put your
all and do your best. And for that, I’ll be
proud.” - oshoooooooo
"Do not go gentle into that good night." - I
interpret it as being a man we must always
strive to improve ourselves and work hard
regardless of good times or bad times and
be prepared for any possibilities. In doing
so, we are able to support our family and
not be caught in the adversities of the
circumstances. My father is ever so wise
and I look forward to learning more from
him every day. - KL Teng
"Never give up because success is failure
turned inside out." That's the best words of
wisdom my dad taught me. Sometimes when
things seem so hopeless, never give up
because success could be so close, probably
just right in front of you. Even if I failed
many times, never give up because I need to
fail many times before I can succeed in life.
I always remember his words when I fail in
life and became stronger each time. Thank
you, dad for your words of wisdom!
- Wee Ling Yee
"Do it Yourself". That's how my dad taught
me. With his mantra, I have become the
strong and independent woman that I am
today --an independent wife, a powerful
woman and today, I teach my child this too.
- Lim Yee Pee
"Never give up and never lose faith."
Growing up, we have had our fair share
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of ups and downs as a family. Time was
very tough sometimes. There was a point
of time we had to sell our beloved house,
the house that we thought was our forever
home. Our little hearts were broken. But
he never gave up, he never lost faith.
Every day he woke up with determination
and positivity. Together with my mother
they worked hard, very very hard and
always with a smile. Today, we are who
we are because of my father's sheer
determination, hope and willpower.
- Thipa Ramani
“Turn a challenge to an opportunity.
Embrace each challenge that might
come into life as an opportunity for selftransformation. Our ability to handle life's
challenges is a measure of our character”
Old and wise words… - suzysuenot
The best words of wisdom that Dad has
given me is to treat everyone equally with
a sincere and genuine heart, treat and
respect others the way that I want them to
treat me. I found out that his advice works
because when I’m nice to others, they treat
me nicely too. - Shenny Ys
"Believe yourself and always spread
kindness to every person you meet in your
life. Do not hold grudges, forgive and
forget. When you give something, do not
expect something in return as God will give
you even more" thanks Mr Razak for the
best words of wisdom. I'll treasure that for
my whole life. - farsadamha
The wisdom that my father gave to me
is, “Your life will be worthy if you do
anything with a sense of responsibility and
do not hurt others.” He himself also walks
the talk by showing many examples of
being a responsible son, father, and now,
grandfather. Thank you daddy for being
with us all along. I love you daddy!
- Vincent Chan

began and ended his career as a school
teacher, at age 55. He was literally an
old scrooge when it came to money, but
he was always generous with his time and
words. He's retiring comfortably, thanks to
his saving habit. He tells us, his children, to
save and spend on our family instead, and
for that I am forever grateful and thankful.
- Lim Sooi Ping
“There is no short cut to become successful.
Take a step at a time and learn from the
mistakes. You will become what you want
to be one day.” This is the message my
father always reminds me. He came from
a poor family but he is very proud that he
managed to achieve his dreams. Love you
3000, papa. - Maggie Toh
The best words of wisdom that my father
imparted to me was to cherish every little
thing in my life. Life was difficult in the past;
my Dad would queue for used textbooks
in the community centres so that I could
use them in my primary school. He would
then wrap the cover of the book with clear
plastic films and they would look as good
as new. I know that he did all these to
make me feel comfortable with my friends
and avoid disappointment of not getting
any new books. Thank you Dad and I love
you a lot! - Hui Hui Bong
INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT FATHER’S DAY:
• The first Father’s Day was celebrated
on June 19, 1910, in the state of
Washington, US.
• Father’s Day came about thanks to a
woman named Sonora Smart Dodd, raised
by a single father, who started a quest to
honour fathers by establishing Father’s Day
as a national holiday.
• It took more than 60 years from the birth
of the idea to Father’s Day actually being
recognised as a federal holiday.

"Always save for rainy days." My dad
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HOT DADDIES ALERT!
5 #InstaDads to drool over
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

#InstaHusbands are great and all but #InstaDads
are the way to go in this day and age. The appeal
of a man who can not only take care of your family
but your children too while looking oh-so-fine is
truly a gift to humanity. In celebration of Father’s
Day, we bring you a compilation of successful,
handsome and unapologetically loving fathers in
Malaysia. You’re welcome!

4. DR SHAZRIL SHAHARUDDIN
Daddy or doctor? Dr Shazril known as Dr Says from the
MyDoctors TV show on Astro Ria is your dosage for both.
The only thing that would rival the size of his muscles is the
size of his mind as he shares helpful insights into subjects of
health, fitness and parenthood. The celebrity doctor assumed
his first-time fatherly role with finesse when he posted about
comforting his wife on an expensive medical bill when his wife
went into labour at a private hospital by saying, “Money can
be found, but happiness can’t be replaced.” He may be a
newbie in the daddy business but he’s off to a great start.

1. AWAL ASHAARI

2. JORDAN YEOH

5. ROEN CIAN

When referring to hot dads, Awal is most likely the first name that
comes up among Malaysians. The TV host and actor is a fashion
maven who doesn’t shy away from the unconventional. He has
been seen sporting floral prints during the launch of his festive
fashion line and recently wow-ed his Instagram followers with a
daring dark olive Baju Melayu. With immaculate sense of style,
friendly smile and doting over his two leading ladies, his wife
Scha Alyahya and daughter Lara Alana, it’s no mystery why Awal
has earned such a huge following on social media. They even
have a family hashtag, #schawalara. Now, that is #familygoals

He’s tough, he’s buff and an absolute marshmallow puff when
he’s around his daughter, Xin Rou. Fitness influencer and
founder of the Iron Mastery training programme, Jordan Yeoh
has been actively providing tips and training guides on his
social media pages to help people get into their best shape. The
chocolate bar abs and a chiselled jawline make Jordan Yeoh
#instadaddygoals. On the flip side of his macho fitness-focused
page, he isn’t afraid to gush about his daughter and has a whole
Instagram page dedicated to their father-daughter time. Ladies,
hold on to your hearts.

Tall, dark and handsome are the best adjectives to describe
#InstaDaddy, Roen Cian who recently welcomed his
second baby girl. Alongside his gorgeous wife, former Miss
Malaysia, Carey Ng, the couple has graced the Internet
with their ventures from courtship to parenthood. Other than
being a brand ambassador for Adidas, Roen has earned
his popularity through various ventures, namely Common
Ground, The Group, Jungle Bunnies, Life Juice and Curious
Child.
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3. PETER HUGH DAVIS
You might want to think twice before picking on this MMA
fighter’s boys. Actor, martial artist and cyclist, Peter Hugh Davis,
is the epitome of #instadads. Throughout his feed, it’s clear
that he knows how to have fun with his kids. Strong, funny and
talented, what more can you ask for?
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Humble Nana
Frill-Free Food for the Soul
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

S

et amidst the food haven that
is The Sphere at Bangsar South
is the latest addition to Kuala
Lumpur’s F&B landscape, known as
Humble Nana by Bansan. This is a
frill-free, Japanese-fusion restaurant that
emits fun from the get-go. It derives its
inspiration from the land of great food,
Penang, and the Land of the Rising Sun.
Humble Nana has a playful yet relaxed
feel. Morphing easily from a breezy,
al fresco seating area to the interior,
an eye-catching neon light bar with
Japanese letters greets you. As you
tread further in, an intriguing mural is
seen throughout the restaurant, while the
seating area is neatly tucked away to
reveal a clean, humble space.
Comfort is found not only in the setting
but is also the focus of the menu here.
A mix of Japanese and local, Penang
dishes is very approachable and its
value-for-money prices prove a good
reason to return repeatedly.

“FORGET ABOUT
THE BAD THINGS, JUST
REMEMBER THE TASTE
OF NANA’S HOME.

”

COCKTAILS
Food alone, is not the only reason to
visit Humble Nana. It offers a growing
selection of cocktails to complement the
fare which serves well as a weekend
indulgence too. Humble Nana’s signature
beverage is made of pink grapefruit gin
with coconut oil, pineapple juice and gula
Melaka - a refreshing and zesty drink.
Hottest Nana, on the other hand, uses
white rum as its base, amalgamated with
chocolate sauce and chilli syrup. Finally,
it’s garnished with a dehydrated chilli
sprinkled with popping candy. This is an
indulgent drink that you want to take your
time and truly savour the play of flavours.
SOFT SHELL CRAB ROJAK
We started off the culinary adventure
with the soft-shell crab rojak which saw a
medley of local fruits. Peppered atop the
fruits were tofu and softshell crab, bathed
in a lip-smacking peanut rojak sauce.
The rojak saw a composition of brininess
from the soft-shell crab, sweetness from
the peanut sauce and sourness from the
fruits, only to present a well-balanced
dish. This rojak painted a smile on our
faces because its robust flavours made us
reminisce about our escapade to Penang
many years ago.
DEEP-FRIED GYOZA
It may look like an ordinary gyoza, but
don’t underestimate its underlying power.
Dip the fried gyoza in the homemade
kam heong sauce and allow its magic to
wash over your palate. It was our first
hearing of a kam heong sauce as a dip
so naturally, we were skeptical. But as
our hands approached our mouth and the
aroma of the kam heong teased our nose,
we knew we were going to be pleasantly
surprised. We need to tip our hats to the

creative mastermind who concocted a
simple dish that is as comforting as it’s
piquant.
DRY KUEY TEOW
Oh, such a comforting feeling it exuded.
This humble dish is one that is familiar
and speaks to the soul. While it may be
found at other eateries, Humble Nana’s
interpretation of the dry kuey teow is an
intriguing hybrid recipe. It has a slight
kick of spice and crunch from the chicken
karaage to tantalise your taste buds,
while the ebiko grants the kuey teow
added texture and creaminess.
RAMEN PRAWN MEE
The Ramen Prawn Mee is a derivative of
the Penang prawn mee. Springy, ramen
noodle is used as the base and drowned
with a flavour-packed broth that comes
from stir-frying prawn shells in oil and
blending it with water. This uplifting,
soupy bowl is a sumptuous one, brimming
with prawns, fish cakes and egg.
JAPANESE CURRY RICE
The Japanese Curry Rice is a crowdpleaser at Humble Nana and it didn’t
take much to distinguish why. It’s a simple
dish that is comforting at mere sight. A
generous portion of rice is topped with
fried egg, accompanied by Japanese
curry and crisp chicken karaage. For
those who are unfamiliar which Japanese
curry, don’t expect the robust flavours of
an Indian curry; the Japanese curry is
milder and sweeter, as well as thicker in
consistency. Overall, it’s a feel-good item
that is worth returning for.
UG-08, The Sphere, Jalan Kerinchi,
Bangsar South, 59200 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2242 0898

Humble Nana’s Medley of Highlights
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Iketeru

Presenting All-New Signature Selections

L

SAKURAEBI KAKIAGE SOUP
We started off with the Sakuraebi kakiage
soup, which was presented as a simple
delicacy. At its core, was a deep-fried
sakura shrimp fritter surrounded by a moat
of soup poured only upon being placed at
the table. The umami notes were intensified
by the intrinsic flavours of the shrimp fritter,
by delivering a simple and sensational soup.
SUSHI ROLL
Atop the aesthetically-pleasing sushi rolls
were sliced salmon and ikura draped across
half of the sushi, while the other half saw
bits of tuna garnished with spring onions,
sesame seeds and salmon skin. As the
natural flavours from the tuna and salmon
were rich, chef Masami kept the filling of the
sushi roll minimal to balance the taste.
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TEPPAN BEEF
A stone plate saw a medium-rare, teppancooked sirloin beef. It was complemented by
a medley of teppan-grilled vegetables, garlic
chips, fried beef and ponzu sauce on the side.
It came as no surprise that this dish is one
of chef Masami’s signature dishes at Iketeru
and a crowd-pleaser. The tender texture of
the meat doesn’t need much teasing for it to
melt in the mouth. We feel that the beef is best
eaten without the dipping sauce to enjoy the
inherent flavours from the marination. The fats
on the sirloin are cut into small cubes and fried
into crispy bits to make you feel less guilty in
indulging.
GOSHINA
The fourth course was chef Masami’s selection
of five kinds of superior assorted sashimi
delivered fresh from Japan every Tuesday
and Friday. It is a bed of ice boasting chunky
slices of salmon, sea bream, scallop (hotate),
yellow tail fish (kampachi) and tuna belly
(toro). The freshness of the sashimi translates
into its flavour, bringing about a juicy and rich
experience.
TEMPURA MORIAWASE
Still reeling from the flavours experienced from
Goshina, the tempura moriawase arrived next.
Served on a marble-patterned plate was an

Kanpai Sake Festival
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

ike a wonderful pearl hidden in an
oyster, so is Iketeru at Hilton Kuala
Lumpur. This award-winning Japanese
restaurant has garnered a loyal patronage
through the gastronomic experience it offers.
Adding to its famed repertoire is Iketeru’s
new Japanese executive chef, Masami
Okamoto. Fuelled by admirable passion for
the art of Japanese cuisine, Masami presents
new signature dishes that made us fall in love
with this cuisine all over again.

Kanpai at Kampachi

assortment of Japanese-style prawn, fish and
vegetable fritters fried to a crisp perfection. A
Japanese staple dish, it emits sublime feelings
of comfort and satisfaction, especially when
immersed in the dipping sauce.
SUSHI (RAKU)
We have never seen such a beautiful green
sushi platter against the vibrant colours of the
seafood. The Raku showcased chef Masami’s
culinary prowess through the beautiful cuts
of seafood on a proportionate amount of
Japanese rice. While soy sauce is available
on the table, we recommend using your
hands (the right way) to eat the sushi without
additional flavouring. This way, you are able
to savour the piquancy intended by the chef.
TEMPURA ICE CREAM
The tempura ice cream was intriguing.
It featured slices of batter-fried tempura
enveloping the vanilla ice cream and
strawberries were strewn for garnishing. Its
taste reflected the fried ice cream, where it
was hot and crispy on the outside and cold
and sweet on the inside. This is certainly an
indulgent end to an equally indulgent meal.
3, Jalan Stesen Sentral, 50470 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-22642884

Sake is such an underappreciated tipple.
Many aren’t aware that sake, like wine, pairs
perfectly with food. This is where Kampachi
comes in. The Kanpai Sake Festival by
Kampachi serves up to nine types of freeflow exclusive, artisanal sake. Essentially, the
motive behind this festival is to educate people
about sake.

Our stomach grumbles just thinking about
the buffet spread. Helmed by chef Machi, he
crafted more than 20 types specially for the
Kanpai Sake Festival. The bite-sized dishes
saw the chef’s craftsmanship, presenting little
works of art that were not only delicious, but
offered diversity to pair with the myriad of
artisanal sake on display.

What we have learned from this sake
buffet is that the quality of sake improves
perpendicularly to the polishing rate, resulting
in a sake that is smooth in finish and sweeter
in taste. In addition, sake is traditionally
savoured when it’s warm because a good sake
can withstand heat and releases its intrinsic
flavours when warm.

SAKE MASU WITH SALT

That said, the Kanpai Sake Festival also
showcases a section of cold sake and sake
cocktails named the Sexy Maiko and Summer
Breeze made by Kampachi’s bartender, Ser
Edward. Both these libations are refreshing,
light on the palate and reveal subtle sweetness
from the sake. The chilled sake selections
include the Hiokizakura Junmai, Hiokizakura
Densho Goriki and Fusozuru Sakanishiki.

- During the event, guests are welcome to try
out and also with different comparisons with
different salt. Often you will find the sake
becomes sweeter and the taste of umami tends
to get stronger with the presence of salt.

- For the first time, Kampachi has introduced
the sake masu with salt, a rare notion to
Malaysians, but this has existed since the
Sengoku period in Japan.
- How to drink: Pour the sake and put a pinch
of salt on the edge of the Masu cup. Drink it
slowly, letting the sake flow into your mouth.

Petaling Jaya (North) P1-02, 1st Floor,
Plaza @ Jaya 33, No. 1, Jalan Kemajuan,
Seksyen 13, 46200

Urban Daybreak
#UrbanisLove

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Kuala Lumpur is never short of brunch spots.
The ever thriving Jalan Telawi in Bangsar
bears another spot for all-day-breakfast
named Urban Daybreak. This café is the
brand’s second outlet, with its first in Penang.
Its minimalistic interior featuring plants,
honeycomb tiles and a wooden bar finish
is immensely inviting and makes for a great
picture.
AVOCADO SMASH
A slightly crisp sourdough toast sits on
cider beetroot puree, topped with a slather
of homemade guacamole, followed by
roasted cherry tomatoes, feta cheese and
two beautiful poached eggs perched atop all
that goodness. This healthy and aesthetically
pleasing dish offers a balance of flavours
and a discovery of layers as you cut into it.
No guilt necessary. Couple this with Urban
Daybreak’s handcrafted coffee and you’re
ready to take on the day.

STOUT PULLED PORK WITH POACHED EGG
This is for the hearty and porky eaters. You will
experience prominent flavours of tomato that
complement the richness of the stout pulled pork.
The poached eggs serve as a unifying agent
that satisfies your soul. For garnishing, expect
a medley of feta cheese, crispy shallots and
BBQ vinaigrette. We find this dish best paired
with the refreshing smooth citrus that consists of
orange, lemon, mint and grapefruit.
FRIED CHICKEN WAFFLE
We were instant fans of the fried chicken
waffle. This simple dish boasts chicken karaage
cooked to a crisp and dusted with spices. We
loved that the chicken to fluffy waffle ratio was
impeccable. Sandwiched between the waffle
and the chicken is sunny side up and baked
beans, drizzled with maple mustard, providing
the palate with a play of textures and flavours.
11, Jalan Telawi 5, Bangsar, Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2303 0172
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Fat Tea Macanese
Food Restaurant
Macanese Table Special Menu
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

T

he Portuguese colonials in the mid-16th century had their hands
full. Establishing settlements in countries like India, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Sri Lanka and Macau. The diaspora gave birth
to one of the oldest culinary fusions known today as Macanese
(Macau-Portuguese) cuisine. Melding together Portuguese recipes
and Cantonese ingredients, the 450-year-old culinary tradition has
garnered interests from foodies across the globe.
In 2017, Macau’s position as a culinary mecca was further cemented
through the Creative City of Gastronomy (UCCG) status awarded by
UNESCO, being one of only three cities in China to be conferred this
prestigious title. While we were ready to hop on a plane to visit the
highly buzzed about holiday destination, we decided to head over
to Fat Tea Macanese Food to experience the special menu which was
created in collaboration with the Macao Government Tourism Office
(MGTO).
Minchi

We started off with Fat Tea’s Macao Pork Chop Sliders, which we
enjoyed, throughly. The sliders were a mix of sweet and savoury with
a hickory finish. The tender and juicy pork chop just did not need
any more frills or seasoning. We moved on to the next course with
heightened expectations. Minchi is the equivalent to Malaysia’s Nasi
Lemak, some might argue. Personally, my argument is that the dish
looks a lot like homemade stir-fried minced pork from a Chinese
household. After tasting it, I realised that I was not far off the mark.
The Macanese Table version added its own twist to the dish by
placing the rice on top instead of the upend version. The combination
of the steamed rice, minced pork seasoned with soy sauce, Worcester
sauce, white pepper and other ingredients would remind one of
home in each bite. There is a lot of love and care that go into the
preparation to produce such rich yet comforting flavours.
Serradura (Sawdust Pudding) marked the end of our Macanese Table
experience. The profile of the dessert is similar to having a Tiramisu
in a cup eschew the espresso or caffeine. We also found the dish to
be an excellent palate cleanser, leaving us invigorated and refreshed
to take on the day. Thanks to the Macanese Table Special Menu
preview, we knew what we were missing. It’s a shame that Malaysia
only has one Macanese restaurant but fortunately with the affordable
flight rates, Macau is next on our destination list.
For a limited time, there will be a promotional dinner menu
(RM42++) available from 4 June 2019 till 28 June 2019, from
Tuesdays to Fridays at Fat Tea Macanese Food Restaurant.
Serradura
* Pictures shown are for illustration
purpose only

LG05, Emerald Plaza North, Jalan PJU 8/3A, Damansara Perdana
Petaling Jaya. Reservation contact: +603 7733 1868

Fat Tea’s Macao Pork Chop Slider
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My Banana

The Pigasso of Indian Banana Leaf
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

I

t’s no secret that banana leaf rice is one
of the most popular go-to staples for
Malaysians. As a regular banana leaf
rice customer myself, I made it a personal
mission to visit as many restaurants in Kuala
Lumpur as possible. It was just happenstance
that I came across My Banana, a banana
leaf restaurant that added a pork-loving twist
to banana leaf rice. The owner and chef,
Prakash who is an industry veteran with over
20 years of experience under his belt
A good banana leaf experience is the
culmination of rich curries, succulent meats,
generous helpings of spices and genuine
service. It was just the little details that made
My Banana superior in our eyes in terms of
service; the staff who offered to reheat our
food on account how much time we needed
to take photos. Of course, this is not a spot
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for the insta-worthy picture but your friends
will still drool when they see the succulent
siu yuk. This brings us to our most important
order of business, the pork. All the pork
dishes here are Chef Parkash’s own recipes
which has been painstakingly trialed and
tested for months.
He put a lot of thought in everything,
making it all from scratch daily. One of
the unique menu highlights from our visit is
the Wild Boar Curry, a dish bursting with
robust and rich flavours. You might get pork
curries in some places but Wild Boar Curry
is a relatively rare dish so be sure not to
miss it out on your order. Another thing to
add on your order is Siu Yuk, the epitome
of succulence and the crispy top added
a delectable texture to our banana leaf
rice, giving us more to enjoy. Should you

be searching for lighter options then we’d
recommend the Roti Cheese Bacon or Pork
Murtabak. There are also non-pork options
should you prefer such as the Fried Senangin,
Chicken Varuval, Chicken Kurma and more.
All of them have an equal amount of flavour
and excitement in each bite. Add more
excitement to your experience by ordering
a bottle of San Miguel beer, a Filipino pale
larger.
My Banana excelled in more than just its
service, the food does justice to the origins
of the banana leaf rice while adding its own
pork-loving twist. Bring your appetite and
friends with you on your visit so you will have
the chance to try a little bit of everything.
28, Jalan SS 24/13, Taman Megah,
47301 Petaling Jaya, Selangor

Where You Dine in Mischief
BY SARA YEOH

I

f Breakfast Thieves is the cool hipster,
Snitch is its fun, popular sibling. Being
newly opened for just over a month, it is
already a hot new place among office
workers in The Gardens and Mid Valley.
Here, Snitch has the best of both worlds,
with Western brunch options like the Eggs
Bennie with Brioche Bun, and local
hits including a mouth-watering Chicken
Popcorn Salted Egg Yolk rice bowl.
BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
We absolutely loved the Omega + Hash,
which featured runny, poached eggs on
the fluffiest potato hash, with beetroot citrus
cured salmon on a bed of aromatic
vichyssoise. We are also glutton for their
classic Philly Cheese Steak Burger served
with good ol’ fries, where each mouthful is
loaded with juicy meatiness and cheesiness.
Another dish that pleasantly surprised us was
the impressive Char Kuey Teow, which could
easily put any Penang hawker to shame.

We think lunching ladies would love the
Pho-termelon, which is basically Pho in the
form of a salad, with refreshing bits of – you
guessed it – watermelon. The nutritious
Glazed Salmon bowl will have you covered
for lunch too.
At Snitch, they have a bit of sweet tooth,
too. If you’re the type who has sweets
for mains, try out their Waffle + Goodness.
They have their waffle-making skills down
to a T – crunchy on the outside and fluffy
on the inside. The waffle is also topped
with tangy strawberry and sweet brûléed
bananas, complete with a scoop of vanilla
ice cream. This dessert is absolutely
beautiful on the inside out.
BREAKTHROUGH BEVERAGES
Don’t skip out on their drinks too, as they
whip up impressive shakes – particularly
Little Anne (a word play on the pretzel
chain), made of caramel, vanilla ice
cream and pretzels. Other than that, their

tea quenchers will swoon you too. Earl’s
Passion is earl grey tea topped with passion
fruit cream, making it almost like a passion
fruit-infused milk tea when put your lips on
the cream and sip the tea through it. They
also have their non-alcoholic rendition of the
espresso martini in the form of Tonic-Do,
made of espresso, tonic and lemon syrup.
A DARK SECRET
Besides the main dining area, there is a
spacious outdoor section where live bands
will entertain diners occasionally – perfect
for a weekday night out. Patrons could also
try searching for the entrance to a secret
hideout in the restaurant. And if you ask us
where and what it is, it is for you to find out
– we won’t snitch!
The Gardens, T-225A&B, Third Floor,
Lingkaran Syed Putra, Mid Valley City,
59200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2201 9699
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PIGGING PORTIONS
What doubles the joy of these dishes is the fact
that the portions are made for sharing. The
tempting NBDD BBQ Pork Ribs is lacquered to
glossiness with a sweet, homemade barbeque
sauce and then grilled. Malaysians with a
penchant for spiciness would love to take the
pork ribs with their aptly named Hot Stuff chilli
dipping sauce. But for those who can’t take
the heat, you are good to go with their tomato
salsa, or just savour it on its own with a dash
of lime. A full slab would be sufficient for four,
but it is so good you might want to have all to
yourself – we won’t judge!

A Meat Eater’s Paradise
BY SARA YEOH

Dirty Duck

D

ining in Naughty Babe Dirty
Duck reminded me of the feasts
I would have during my days in
Europe – hearty, carnivorous mains, some
alcohol (of course), and overall, a good
time. Having been around town for five
years, NBDD is a staple for locals to
hunt down European pork dishes. And
it is no wonder that the restaurant could
capture some essence of casual European
dining, as the owners love to travel and
bring home influences from all across that
region.

SMALL PLATES
What could be more exciting than
choosing your tapas? Each of their
selection of tapas is good to pair with
wine, and you can find Spanish tapas
staples such as Jamón Serrano and garlic
shrimp. A personal favourite was the
Garlic Chilli Pork Belly that was perfectly
garlicky and spicy. Another highlight was
the Smoky Octopus, which was a quite a
sight when it arrived, as smoke escaped
the dish when the glass lid was uncovered
to reveal a big, juicy tentacle.

CARNIVOROUS MAINS
With an extensive menu filled with pork
dishes, you’d trust that NBDD knows their
pork. NBDD insists on cooking theirs to
medium or medium-rare, which is how
people should only enjoy pork. Medium
pork is not only safe, contrary to popular
opinion, but makes the meat incredibly
juicy, tender, and rich too. This is exactly
how the Pork Tomahawk tastes like –
chunky, succulent meat that brings a whole
new level of sensation, aroma and taste to
your mouth. It is also worth noting that they
use only Sakura pork for this dish.
You’d know that a dish is really good
when the owners are willing to name the
restaurant after it. Their signature Dirty
Duck is immersed in hot lard every night
and then fried to crispiness, resulting in
the most flavourful duck confit. The dish is
complete with a breadcrumb-coated fried
duck egg, which is seductively runny when
you cut open the yolk. We think it is poultry
perfection!

NBDD BBQ
Pork Ribs

Their Oven Roasted Iberico Spare Ribs are a
crisp and savoury contrast to the NBDD BBQ
Pork Ribs. This dish is flavour orgasm indeed,
thanks to the use of Iberico meat for its quality
fats and nutty aftertaste, and the marinating in
the house’s special blend of aromatic herbs.
The tangy pineapple and rocket salad that
comes with it is a refreshing forkful in between
meaty bites.

Pork Tomahawk

Pork knuckle lovers have to try the Babe’s
Ham Knuckle, or “Berliner Eisbein”, a Berlin
specialty NBDD brings to their tables. It is
prepared traditionally – curing the meat in
salt brine for days, and then lightly boiled to
tenderness. It is topped with bacon bits, and
complete with a side of mashed potatoes
and tomatoes, and sauerkraut. Each bite is
gluttonously indulgent. We have NBDD to
thank for the instantaneous transportation to
Germany.
NBDD is definitely a haven for meat eaters
and pork lovers, as it can be a challenge to
hunt down pork dishes in a Muslim-dominated
country such as Malaysia. So, come here to
release your porky inhibitions, and get ready
to pig out!
42, Jalan 25/70a, Desa Sri Hartamas,
50480 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +6 03-6211 9966

Babes ham knuckle
“Berliner Eisbein”

Flavourful Factor
NBDD uses pork from the
Sakura Farms, where the pigs
are fed mainly barley, instead
of corn, resulting in whiter,
firmer fats for a richer texture
and taste.
Smoky octopus
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Ice Plant

A Fascinating Culinary Ingredient
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

The ice plant or otherwise known as crystallised ice
plant originated in South Africa. The plant achieves
its icy exterior by protecting itself from the drying
effect of salt spray by covering itself with glistering
bladder cells or water vesicles. The aptly named plant
was once used by gourmets for decorative purposes.
Recently, it has resurfaced in the culinary world after its
versatility was discovered. In this issue, we explored a
few restaurants to taste the different variations to add
to your foodie journal.
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THE SAKE PLACE

COPPER KL

SUPER BORING CLUB

RESTORAN SEK YUEN

Served as a salad and doused in yuzu,
the ice vegetable served at The Saké
Place carries a delicate sweet flavour
enhanced by its natural crunchy yet
juicy texture. The Saké Place offers sake
pairing on demand—personally curated
by master saké sommelier, Danny Leong.
Expect to have a fabulous time while
sharpening your mind with an education
on the world of sake.

When we visited for a review in the April
issue, Chef Chai had his fun when we
opted for the FeedMe menu. The dish that
stood out the most from our visit was the
Crystalized Ice Plant. The dish featured
crunchy layers from the radish and
balanced sweetness with from natural
frosting on the exterior of the plant.

Climbing up the savoury scale is the
Super ice plant with beef tongue or
chicken soft bone. Super Boring Club
(SBC) offers the dish as an off-menu
option, depending on the season. So, be
sure to ask the staff for it. By the way,
don’t take the name seriously, SBC is
anything but boring. Upon your visit,
we also recommend trying the Barbeque
combo for incredible value, especially for
the carnivorously-inclined.

Established since 1948, the restaurant
boasts an 80’s feel while offering its
guests classic flavours of their favourite
Chinese dishes. In a recent menu revamp,
the restaurant surprised its guests with
the introduction of the ice plant served in
cubes of ice to enjoy the natural flavour.
We would recommend getting over there
one or two hours early to book your table
as the restaurant does not take phone
bookings due to the high demand.

15, Jalan Mesui, Bukit Bintang,
50200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 010-665 5277

315, Jalan Pudu, Pudu,
55100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-9222 0903

F-1-16 Plaza Arkadia,
Desa Parkcity, 52200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 017-873 4148

Level 5, Menara Shell, 211,
Jalan Tun Sambanthan, Kuala Lumpur
Sentral, 50470 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2856 9522
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Bubble Tea
Wonderland
Guide to Bubble Tea Avenue
at SS15, Subang Jaya

Bubble Tea is garnering aficionados through its chewy
tapioca balls and renditions of milk tea. The bubble
tea comeback has seen the budding of various vendors
that purvey this sweet nectar in a cup which led us
to discover the bubble tea wonderland that is SS15.
Here, we list the top five stores and what you should
order there.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

BROWN SUGAR DEERIOCA MILK AT THE ALLEY

BLACK HUMOUR AT ONEZO MALAYSIA

When we think of bubble tea, our minds can’t help but
drift to the Brown Sugar Deerioca Milk at The Alley. The
balanced ratio of the brown sugar and fresh milk exudes
such comforting feeling. Having tried the various renditions
of brown sugar and milk drink, we can attest that The Alley
proves to be a serious contender in the bubble tea business.

It comes as dark as my soul. The Black Humour at OneZo
captivates with its aesthetics and taste, landing itself as one
of OneZo’s top five signatures. It’s interesting that the bobas
here are made on-site so you can expect them to get crafty
with it. You can expect Pokeball pearls, which are white and
red balls with a black stripe in the middle.

84 G, Jalan SS 15/4, SS 15,
47500 Subang Jaya, Selangor

70-G, Jalan SS 15/4, Ss 15,
47500 Subang Jaya, Selangor

HONEY X GOLDEN PEARL AT DABOBA MALAYSIA

MATCHA BOBA MILK AT XING FU TANG

BERRIES FRUIT TEA AT PIN TEA MALAYSIA

The Daboba black bear mascot is unmistakable. Besides its
cute packaging, its sweet indulgences are ever satiating and
memorable. The honey golden pearl series is a nectar of
deliciousness, taking after the golden bubbles found at Koi
The. Not only is it a good-looking beverage, it makes for a
great substitute to brown sugar with fresh milk.

Another place you definitely have to try out is Xing Fu Tang.
Taiwan’s No. 1 Brown Sugar Boba Milk has opened its doors
in Malaysia and it offers strong, aromatic brown sugar
amalgamated with fresh milk and chewy boba. What makes
the libations at this establishment addictive is because the bobas
are stir-fried with brown sugar so you can imagine the added
flavour. We recommend to stray away from the norm and try
out the matcha boba milk. It is honestly heaven in a cup and if
you’re a matcha lover, say hello to your new favourite drink.

In need of a break from the milk teas? Pin Tea is the place
to be as it has introduced fruity and healthy options with no
preservatives. Be warned that you might have a hard time
coming to a decision because on the menu everything looks
amazing! Our recommendation is the refreshing Berries
Fruit Tea, filled with antioxidants and perfect for scorching
afternoons. In addition, Pin Tea also is home to Pin Ball,
a homemade topping made with seaweed extract that is
considerably healthier than pearls.

88G, Jalan SS 15/4, Ss 15,
47500 Subang Jaya, Selangor

86G, Jalan SS 15/4, SS 15,
47500 Subang Jaya, Selangor

25, Jalan SS 15/4, Ss 15,
47500 Subang Jaya, Selangor
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SUGUS

Treats for the Malaysian 1990’s kids

The chewable fruit candy that was
created in 1931 is one of the most
addictive treats among children
and adults. That probably explains
why the bus uncle would appease
the wild school kids by giving them
a handful of these square 20mm
x 20mm chewies that come in
different flavours.

Time to stroll down memory lane snacks
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

Before the world of artisanal sweets and gelato ice cream, the 90’s kids of Malaysia
couldn’t wait for class to be over to get their hands on these tasty and colourful treats.
Fortunately, some of them are still available in the market if you know where to search to
satisfy your dose of nostalgia.

LISTINGS OF CITROEN
SHOWROOMS
& SERVICE CENTRE

PADDLE POP
MAMEE MONSTER

When you needed to
satisfy a savoury craving,
Mamee Monster instant
noodle was the go-to
snack. All you need to
do to enjoy it is open
the wrapper, pour in
the seasoning powder
available inside into the
dry noodle, shake and
enjoy!

If you grew up in the 90’s, you
can almost hear the faint sound
of the catchy Paddle Pop
advertisement tune everytime you
get your hand on the stick of ice
cream. It’s more than just eating
ice cream, as back then kids would
race to collect the paddle pop
sticks to win contests or redeem a
special prize. Luckily, you can still
get your hands on this tasty treat at
convenience stores near you.

NAZA EURO MOTORS HQ
(GLENMARIE)
NEM Glenmarie Showroom(1S) No
15, Jalan Pelukis U1/46 Seksyen U1,
Glenmarie 40150 Shah Alam Selangor
www.citroen.com.my
Sales : 03-5566 3685
NAZA EURO MOTORS (PUCHONG)
Lot No. 18, 19 & 20GF, IOI BUSINESS
PARK, Persiaran Puchong Jaya
Selatan, Bandar Puchong Jaya, 47170
Puchong, Selangor
Sales : 03-8076 1788
SING HUAT PREMIUM SDN BHD
No. 11, Jalan Satu, Off Jalan Chan

WHITE RABBIT CANDY

CHOKI CHOKI

Contrary to popular belief, this
chocolaty treat actually originates
from Indonesia. To enjoy it, some
might just cut off one end of the tube
while others bite it off. Priced at only
20 sen per stick, it’s no wonder why
children would crowd around the
snack van outside the school to get
their hands on Choki Choki.
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This candy was all the rage
back in the 90’s. Unbeknownst
to most people, you could
actually eat the wrapper
made from rice paper. The
comforting taste of the milk and
delicate sweetness made this a
preferred choice for the kids to
enjoy after school.

Sow Lin, Sungai Besi, Wilayah
Persekutuan, 55200 Kuala Lumpur
Sales : +60 3-9222 9126
CITROEN SERVICE CENTRE

ICED GEM BISCUITS

These bite-sized biscuits originate from Britain and are
also known as naval biscuits. The biscuits were a typical
home snack when visiting relatives especially during
festive seasons. Topped with a hardened icing of various
colours, the kids from the 60’s till 90’s would recognise
the snack from a mile away.

NAZA EURO MOTORS SDN BHD
(PUCHONG 2S)
No: 10, Jln Serindit 3, Bandar Puchong
Jaya, 47170, Puchong, Selangor
After sales - 03-5891 1310

NIGHTLIFE

NIGHTLIFE

Tommy Thongchai

Bar Trigona Raises A Glass to Asia’s Best

Get Tantalising Thai Tipples

Recipient of the Ketel One Sustainable Bar Award and on Asia’s 50 Best Bars 2019 list

BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

W

hat do you look for when you go
for a night out? Some might say
music, some might say dancing,
and some might want a chic spot for a
good chat over drinks with entertainment
that doesn’t drown your conversation. The
latter is Tommy Thongchai, a gastrobar
located at The Square in Jaya One. Tommy
Thongchai is heralded as a hot spot for
drinks, food, entertainment and a good
time. The bar is headed by P’Month who
once served Her Majesty The Queen of
England, the former king of Thailand and
even worked on a yacht as a private
bartender to a Sudanese prince! Talk about
getting the royal treatment.
The interior boasts a relaxing feel without
compromising style and finesse. There are
three seating areas; the al fresco area
which welcomes pet owners and their fur
kid; the semi al fresco area where the bar
is situated and with a Hawaiian garland as
the centrepiece of the room, and the indoor
area where you will see a gorgeous mural
of Thai pixies sitting by the waterfall –
offers a glimpse of ancient Thai literature.
P’month kicked things off with Tommy’s
Tom Yum Thai, a cocktail with a prominent
tom yum flavour that doesn’t invade the
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palate, balanced with Smirnoff for a boozy
kick. There is also a subtle sweetness that
makes it easy to drink and it pairs perfectly
with the pork skewers from the Tommy’s
Drinking Platter. For those in love with the
blue pea flower tea-infused concoctions, the
Bussarakam Gem made from butterfly tea
infused vodka, bourbon and bianco would
be the poison of choice. Be forewarned, it
may seem harmless but this tipple packs a
boozy punch.
Let it be also known that Tommy Thongchai
offers a distinctive and unique menu which
mixes elements from the Land of Smiles with
western nuances. As we sipped the Passion
Fruit Rush cocktail bursting with passion fruit
goodness, we also devoured a spoonful of
Cheese Baked Pasta. The dish was a ThaiItalian marriage we never knew we needed,
with Krapao Pork adding a nuanced flavour
to the creamy mac and cheese. We couldn’t
get enough.
There is nothing we can fault at Tommy
Thongchai plus with the reasonable price
tag, it’s about to give Petaling Jaya’s
nightlife scene a good run for its money.
Expect to be well entertained by the trained
staff who can bring out card games or
magic tricks on demand.

Must-try cocktails for RM 35
Singapore Sling
Wake Me Up!
Bussaba
Food Menu Recommendations
Tommy’s Drinking Platter (RM 85)
Fried calamari, fried pork belly, fried
pork riblets, chiang mai sausage,
pulled pork fries, thongchai’s nachos,
luncheon meat friees and mooping
skewers.
Thongchai’s Tonkatsu Curry (RM 24)
Panko crusted pork cutlet, Thongchai’s
curry served with Thai jasmine rice.
Laarb Moo Tod Burger (RM28)
Thai herb pork patty, laarb slaw and
Thongchai fries.

G.005 The Square, Jaya One,
72A Jalan Universiti, Seksyen 13
46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
Tel: +60 12-901 2848
Open Daily from 11:30am to Late

A

ddressing the sustainability issue is
an important factor. It might take
the form of repurposing expired
wine to vermouth, working with local
farmers, utilising ingredients from shoots
to roots to echo Bar Trigona’s commitment
to sustainable practices. The point for
strong sustainability direction, as aptly
put by Four Seasons Kuala Lumpur’s
general manager, Tom Roelena, is doing
different things and the award by Ketel
One solidifies the decision made which
puts the bar in the right direction.

A honey-splendoured story
Among the intriguing selection of locally
grown ingredients found at Bar Trigona,
none are more special than the wild honey
produced by its namesake – the Trigona
bees, which feed on nectar in the lush
countryside of Malaysia. This sought-after
honey, sourced by Four Seasons in small
batches, lends a distinctive flavour that
astonishes and delights the palate. Savour
its sweet and sour notes in cocktails like the
signature Trigona Old Fashioned, which
uses honey in place of muddled sugar.

“IT’S EXTRAORDINARY, THAT
WITHIN SUCH A SHORT
TIME FRAME, WE HAVE BEEN
RECOGNIZED AS ASIA’S BEST”

Expect the unexpected
Ashish credits Bar Trigona’s meteoric rise to
its spirit of bold, playful creativity. “We take
our guests on a fabulous, flavourful journey
through Malaysia’s rich flora – from fruit
and flower, to seed and root. Each cocktail
tells a story, crafted with imagination and
infused with surprise. You won’t find our
drinks on any other menu in the world! This
is what makes us a fan-favourite in Asia’s
vibrant bar landscape.”

-Tom Roelens, Four Seasons
Kuala Lumpur, general manager

He briefly shared the mechanics whereby
250 anonymous judges comprising
convivialists, cocktail specialists and
industry experts would score their
preferred bar that made up the Asia’s 50
Best Bars 2019 list. Both Tom and head
bartender Ashish Sharma revealed three
possible factors for their recent victory.

Where tastemakers meet
Bar Trigona also holds a prime spot at
the cutting edge of Malaysia’s cocktail
scene, bringing together a select group

of connoisseurs to sip, review and shape
emerging mixology trends. The Bar Trigona
Foraging Club explores ‘farm to glass’
possibilities through private trips to Kuala
Lumpur’s sprawling countryside, with
hands-on experience in foraging homegrown ingredients and designing new
recipes.
Follow Bar Trigona’s Instagram page
to keep up with the latest bartender
crossovers.
Join them on a celebratory Happy Hour,
daily from 6 pm to 9 pm. Take in glittering
cityscapes as you discover newly minted
cocktails, created by master mixologist
Ashish and his award-winning team.
Skip the old standbys, and sample these
innovative, locally-inspired concoctions
instead – from Blue (gin, lemon, butterfly
pea flower, egg white) to Gula (cognac,
dry curacao, lime, cinnamon, gula
melaka).
This exclusive, off-menu selection is priced
at just RM35 per drink – Bar Trigona’s
way of saying thank you to Kuala Lumpur’s
cocktail community.
For more information,
call +603 2382 8888
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Atilia Haron
Manifesting Peace and Positivity
If you don’t already know who is Atilia Haron, this beautiful lady is a veteran in the music industry
from a very young age. She is also an actress, producer and now, a renowned yoga instructor.
In this interesting and enlightening interview, award-winning Atilia shares with us her journey with
yoga, upcoming undertakings and must-have Raya dishes.
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE
RESTAURANT TO DINE IN KLANG
VALLEY?
So many. I love going to Damansara
Uptown for the kuey teow goreng,
Restoran Nasi Ayam Chee Meng for
chicken rice and Kanna Curry House for
banana leaf rice. I love my Malaysian
food.

COULD YOU SHARE WITH US THE
INCEPTION OF YOUR JOURNEY WITH
YOGA?
I started yoga 15 years ago when I was
30. I started yoga because I never used to
do anything physical and I had problems
with breathing, which affected my singing.
On my 30th birthday, I started yoga
thinking that it was the most zen exercise
but I was wrong because it was initially
super hard. I didn’t like it at first because
it was too challenging for me and I didn’t
expect it to be like that. Eventually, I came
to love it and have never looked back ever
since. It has been 15 years since I started
practising yoga, which led me to attaining
my teacher’s training certification five years
ago when I turned 40. That was how I fell in
love with yoga.
HOW HAS YOGA BENEFITED YOUR WELLBEING AND LIFE SINCE PRACTISING IT?
There are too many benefits of yoga to
name here but it has made me a saner and
more balanced person. I think I am a better
person now and I don’t judge people –
that’s just the mental benefit. Physically, it
has made me stronger, more flexible and I
appreciate my body, myself and my breath
more.
TELL US ABOUT FREEYOGAFIT AND THE
STORY BEHIND IT.
FreeYogaFit started five years ago when I
got my teacher’s certification and I wanted
to teach yoga for free. That was my first
initiative to make yoga accessible to
everybody regardless of age, financial status
and fitness level. We started with five people
and it has reached 40 people per class
now – it’s a wonderful feeling to see many
people practising and benefiting from it.
FAVOURITE YOGA POSE AND WHY?
My favourite yoga pose is the downward
dog. It’s a simple pose but it stretches almost
every part of the body and it has cured my
back ache, slip disc and also helped with
my wrists.
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WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FORWARD TO
THE MOST DURING RAYA?
I guess it would be spending time with
my family and getting together with my
relatives, joking around and keeping up
with each other. Raya is family.
WHO DOES THE COOKING FOR RAYA?
My mum. She is the best cook compared
to all of us.

Nasi briyani

IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT ARE THE
MUST-HAVE DISHES FOR RAYA?
Redang is a must. I don’t really like
ketupat, so I prefer lemang on the table.
My family is from Johor, so we also have
nasi biryani and kambing.

SINCE YOU’RE A YOGA INSTRUCTOR AND
PRACTITIONER, WHAT IS YOUR DIET LIKE?
Horrible (laughs). I don’t really take care of
my diet because I love eating, but I balance
that out by practising yoga and occasionally
heading to the gym.

WILL YOU BE RELEASING AN ALBUM
SOON?
Not so soon because I just released
my third album last year. It takes a lot
of effort; I had a tour in Kuching, Kota
Kinabalu and Jakarta. I’m not sure when
my next one will be, but soon, I hope!

WHAT IS YOUR ADVICE TO THOSE WHO
WANT TO LEAD A HEALTHIER LIFESTYLE AND
LOSE WEIGHT?
Not to follow my eating habits (laughs).
From a yoga perspective, yoga will take you
to your ideal weight because you’re using
your body weight and that’s the best way.
When I first started yoga, I was underweight
at about 40 kg, but now I am at 49 kg. It
has brought me to my ideal weight. That’s
what yoga does for an individual, whether
it’s gaining weight or losing it, yoga will get
you there.

LAST BUT NOT LEAST, ANY UPCOMING
PROJECTS YOU’RE WORKING ON?
Yes, I’m organising a yoga festival called
‘Let Love Grow’ on June 22 at Pusat Sains
Negara. We are expecting close to 300
participants and we’re chanelling the
proceeds to the kids at Hospital Kuala
Lumpur and Persatuan Ibu Tunggal. We’re
going to have four yoga instructors from
Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines and
Thailand. On top of that, there will be
music;s I will be performing and a few
other singers will be joining too.
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AIRPORT TALK

Under the Joint International Tourism Development Programme (JITDP)
with Tourism Malaysia, I am happy to announce that we signed a joint
tactical campaign at the recent Arabian Travel Market (ATM) 2019
with a new low-cost carrier, Air Arabia, which will be flying to KL
International Airport (KLIA) on 1 July.
As the ninth airline from the Middle East, this will further enhance our
flagship airport’s position as the 12th busiest airport for international
passengers, a recognition given to us by Airports Council International
last year. Air Arabia’s direct service will not only improve KLIA’s
connectivity but will also help to promote Malaysia as the preferred hub
in this region.
As we have highlighted at our 20th AGM, for us to achieve our
Group’s focus areas in 2019, one of the strategic themes that we have
identified is to be the Best-in-Class Hub. I am confident this new route
development will help us achieve that as one of the features of a good
hub is to have a good mix of full service and low-cost carriers. The
other criteria include having high international flight frequencies, seat
capacity and many international destinations.
This year, we are targeting 10 new airlines flying into Malaysia besides
looking at more increased frequencies and new services. AirAsia,
for instance, will be commencing its new seven times weekly PenangMelaka new route in July while Qatar Airways will start its four times
weekly Doha-Langkawi flights in mid-October. Meanwhile, Batik Air
has extended its wings beyond Kuala Lumpur with its inaugural daily
Jakarta-Penang flights on 29 May while Air Busan’s maiden flights to
Kota Kinabalu from Busan and Daegu in South Korea have landed
respectively in May.
In comparison, we welcomed 13 new airlines last year with 50 new
routes and 458 additional frequencies per week mounted by our airline
partners, thanks partly to the attractiveness of our Airline Incentive
Programme III.

Airport CEO Speaks
A leading cor por at e leader wit h
s tr ong f inancial bac kg r ound and
ext ensi ve exper ience in var ious
f ields, he is cur r ent l y s t eer ing
Mala ysia A ir por t s t o g r eat er
height s.
This month, Raja Azmi Raja Nazuddin
shares how the airport operator is
working hand in gloves with the
country’s tourism authorities to woo
in more airlines and passengers
ahead of the Visit Malaysia Year
2020 campaign. He also reiterates
how the Group’s focus areas for
2019 will be achieved via
its strategic themes at its recent
annual general meeting (AGM) with
the shareholders.

These new airlines and the existing carriers contributed to the 43.6
million international passenger movements at KLIA in 2018. Of this,
84.5% of them were from Asia, which included countries such as
Indonesia, China, Thailand, Singapore, India, Vietnam, Hong Kong,
Japan and South Korea. The remaining balance came from the Middle
East (7.1%), Australia and New Zealand (6.1%) and Africa (0.2%).
The Middle East market, which had shown positive growth, remains an
important one for us, which you can read more about in our Airport
Talk feature in this issue.
Another strategic theme identified for our Group’s focus areas in 2019
is to deliver world-class service. In improving our service levels, we are
doing major asset replacement exercises for our baggage handling
system and aerotrains at KLIA, where we have also embarked on
expanding its main terminal. All this are aimed at creating seamless
and joyful experiences for our guests.
We are determined to meet the targets set under the Malaysian
Aviation Commission’s Quality of Service framework in our ongoing
host culture transformation exercise so that we will live up to our
objective of creating Happy Guests as a Caring Host. On this note,
I would like to wish all our guests Selamat Hari Raya and safe travel
during this festive season.
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Malaysia’s 26th year of
participation at the recent
four-day Arabian Travel
Market (ATM) 2019 in Dubai
marks its commitment to
make the country a premier
destination for tourists from
the West Asia, whose market
has rebounded by 25.3% to
315,937 arrivals last year.
The growth in its West Asian market was led
by Oman (36.9%) followed by the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia (KAS, 11.6%) and the United
Arab Emirates (UAE, 9.7%). Tourist receipts
also grew last year by 32.9% to RM3.1
billion from this region, which is referred to as
the Middle East (ME) by the Europeans and
Americans. They include countries such as
Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Qatar, Syria and Yemen.
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She said the Sepang district has identified 66
tourism products and many activities together
with the Sepang Municipal Council. Among
them are the Sepang International Circuit, KL
International Airport (KLIA), the Muslim-friendly
Movenpick Hotel & Convention Centre KLIA
and the Mitsui Outlet Park, KLIA, just to name a
few of its attractions.

Malaysia is not an unfamiliar destination to
these countries, which have long established
bilateral trade and tourism relationship with
us. Continuing to show our keen interest in
this market, the Minister of Tourism, Arts and
Culture, Datuk Mohamaddin Ketapi led a
delegation comprising some 87 participants
from 61 organisations from the public and
private sectors to the ATM 2019 to promote
our Visit Malaysia (VM) 2020 campaign.
The minister launched an Arabic version of
Tourism Selangor Facebook page targeted
at the West Asian market. According to
Tourism Selangor Sdn Bhd promotion and
event manager Khuzaimah Jamaluddin, the
Selangor state government also took the
opportunity to announce to the overseas
travel agents at the ATM 2019 its Visit
Sepang 2020 promotion, which will be
held in conjunction with the VM2020.

Air Arabia, which will be starting daily direct
Sharjah-Kuala Lumpur (KL) flights come 1 July,
serves some 170 routes from four hubs in the
UAE, Morocco and Egypt. Welcoming this
move from the ME and North Africa’s first and
largest low-cost carrier (LCC) to our shores, the
minister viewed the development as timely in
improving Malaysia’s connectivity, especially in
the run-up to VM2020.
Concurring with him, Malaysia Airports Group
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Raja Azmi Raja
Nazuddin said the new service by Air Arabia
would provide passengers flying from Sharjah
or via UAE to KLIA with more options and seats
availability. Not only will it be the ninth airline
from the ME operating at the KLIA, Air Arabia
will also be operating its new Airbus A321
neo LR aircraft with a capacity of 215 seats for
its Sharjah-KL route.
In fact, Air Arabia Group CEO Adel Al Ali
admitted that the new aircraft has allowed
them to expand its service to farther and newer
destinations while remaining loyal to its lowcost business model, which it pioneered back
in 2003.

Competing with the other existing Middle
Eastern airlines that flies to Malaysia, Air
Arabia’s aircraft will be equipped with its new
state-of-the-art cabin interior that was launched
as part of its brand identity unveiled last
October. Its new cabin interior includes new
generation of seats providing extra comfort
onboard while maintaining Air Arabia’s known
generous seat pitch.

airlines based on their reputation and safety
records. Their preferred choice are airlines
with direct flights.

In Malaysia, its general sales agent is Oscar
Travel Services Sdn Bhd whose managing
director Johnson Francis said a memorandum
of understanding was signed between them
in mid-January. “Upon receiving the approval
from the Civil Aviation Authority of Malaysia in
March, we started circulating the news about
this new route and its sales campaign.”

Looking at the number of international
passenger movements from the ME based on
Malaysia Airports’ annual report 2018, 6.1%
out of the total 51,588,818 international
passenger traffic received by its airports in
Malaysia were from this region while the
major contribution came from Asia.

While Tourism Malaysia Director General
Datuk Musa Yusof, one of the signatories of
the Joint Tactical Campaign at the ATM 2019,
said more details of the VM2020 will be
announced in the third quarter of this year, he
also reiterated that Malaysia remains as one of
the safest destinations in Southeast Asia (SEA)
for travellers from the ME besides its ample
offering of halal and vegetarian food.
Consumer Travel Report 2018
Findings on the ME Market
Safety and security are crucial considerations
for the Middle Eastern travellers as 57% of
them travel with their families, according to
the Consumer Travel Report 2018 – ME by
Amadeus and Insight Out Consultancy DMCC.
In choosing flights, 31% of the respondents
surveyed for this report said they selected the

Additionally, the report noticed that new
airlines and increasingly new LCC routes are
supporting the emergence of new destinations.
LCCs are also more successful with business
trips due to their focus on timing and cost.

While the number appears to be small,
they make up a large part of the luxury
market segment, which Malaysia is eyeing.
According to the 13th edition of The Wealth
Report 2019 by Frank Knight, the spread of
private wealth across the ME is centred on the
Gulf States with Saudi Arabia taking the top
spot followed by UAE, Kuwait, Qatar, Oman
and Bahrain.
The number of millionaires from the ME has
grown from 426,100 from 2013 to 459,937
in 2018. It is projected to increase to
541,311 by 2023, the report added.
Among the existing ME airlines that fly into
Malaysia are Emirates; Etihad Airways; Iraqi
Airways; Mahan Air, a privately-owned airline
from Tehran, Iran; Oman Air; Qatar Airways;
Royal Jordanian and Saudia, Saudi Arabia’s
national airline, which connects Jeddah and
Riyadh to KL.
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KLM Charity Tulip Sale
An Overwhelming Success

Firefly Celebrated Its
Return to Singapore
via Seletar Airport

The 17th annual ‘KLM
Charity Tulip Sale’ took
place in KL International
Airport recently in
conjunction with Mother’s
Day, where KLM flew in
over 5,000 stalks of tulips
from the Netherlands to
raise funds in support of
palliative care for Hospis
Malaysia.
Tulips are a distinctive icon to the
Netherlands making this particular flower
especially appropriate in demonstrating
Dutch culture for expressing affection. The
tulips were sold for RM6 for each stalk,
and were all sold out within an hour.

Firefly Airlines celebrated
its return to Singapore with
flight FY3126 which departed
Skypark Terminal, Sultan
Abdul Aziz Shah (SAAS)
Airport at 9.30am on 21 April
2019, and arriving at Seletar
Airport at 10.30am. The
flight was inaugurated with
traditional water canon salute
upon arrival.

by an official
launch at the arrival
hall. Commercial
passengers received
special goodie bags
by Firefly Airlines and
Changi Airport Group
as they witnessed the
official ribbon-cutting,
momento exchange
and speech at the
reception site.

Firefly Airlines’ official delegation to Seletar
Airport included Malaysia Transport Minister,
Anthony Loke, Ministry of Transport Malaysia
officials, Civil Aviation Authority of Malaysia
CEO, Ahmad Nizar Zolfakar, Malaysia
Airports Holdings Berhad Group CEO, Raja
Azmi Raja Nazuddin, Firefly Airlines and the
Malaysia Airlines Group senior management
team.

Philip See, CEO of Firefly Airlines said,
“The service suspension has been challenging
for Firefly as many of our customers flying to
Singapore had enjoyed the convenience of
Subang Airport. The airline which celebrates
its 12th anniversary this month (April) is excited
to return back into Singapore in particular to
Seletar Airport. A door-to-door journey from
Subang to Seletar in less than 2.5 hours, given
a smooth traffic, customers will be at their
meetings or family gathering on-time. Having
beyond convenience services and experiences
at both Subang and Seletar, customers will not
be made to wait for hours before departure.
This new airport is going to offer a hassle free
and seamless experience for our customers at
both ends of the journey as the proximity and
the size of the airport enables customers to get
to their journey much faster”.

The delegation was received by Singapore
Transport Minister, Khaw Boon Wan,
Counsellor Engku Puteri Suraya Engku Mohd
Afandi who represented the High Commission
of Malaysia in Singapore and other topranking officials from the Ministry of Transport
and Health Singapore and Changi Airport
Group. VVIPs, other passengers and guests
received a celebratory welcome, followed
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KLM first started the tradition of the Annual Charity Tulip sale as a
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) initiative in 1998, offering an
opportunity for people to express their love as well as contribute to
the less fortunate. This time, the sale was officially opened by the
Ambassador of the Kingdom of the Netherlands to Malaysia, Karin
Mössenlechner.

See added, “The airline will progressively
add more points from Peninsular Malaysia
and study the feasibility of the resumption of
Kuantan, Ipoh and potentially Melaka. As the
airline seeks to mount seasonal services in
leisure markets and islands around Peninsular
Malaysia, it will also look at introducing
charters’ operations. For those destinations
that are slightly far flung for our turbo prop
operations, a good connection service will
be enabled to ensure seamless transit via the
Subang hub”.
The new service to Seletar Airport is operated
by ATR 72-500 with six daily flights.
For more information,
please call 03 – 7845 4543

Estee Ng, Country Manager for Air France KLM Malaysia, commented,
“This Mother’s Day, it makes me proud that the sales proceeds from the
KLM Charity Tulip sale, will go towards the support of palliative care
at Hospis Malaysia. I appreciate the unconditional support from our
partners Malaysia Airports and Sama-Sama Hotel towards this CSR
initiative and thank Ambassador Mössenlechner for her time this
Mother’s Day to officially open the KLM Charity Tulip Sale”.
Group Chief Executive Officer of Malaysia Airports, Raja Azmi Raja
Nazuddin, “Airlines are the backbone of our airport ecosystem and
we are always happy to support their initiatives. This charity drive by
KLM to sell tulips to the public and donate all the proceeds to Hospis
Malaysia resonate strongly with our aims to help the community. Not
only are we collaborating with KLM in organising this drive, we are
also buying 1,000 stalks of tulips to distribute to our passengers in
conjunction with Mother’s Day celebration at the airport today. It is
one of our little ways to show appreciation to our passengers”.
Meanwhile, Sama-Sama Hotel KL International Airport General
Manager, Sundra Kulendra said, “Sama-Sama Hotel pledge in
purchasing and presenting the Tulips to guests on the special day
marks our continuous support of charity and community initiative by
Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad. 400 tulips will be presented to
all mothers at the hotel on Mother’s Day (12 May); from diners at our
weekend Hi-tea and Ramadan buffet dinner, to our female staff who

are working on the day to show our appreciation to the ones who
have given life to the world”, he said.
Tham Su Ming, Hospis Malaysia’s Director, Strategy & Communications
said, “Hospis Malaysia is grateful to KLM for organising this Tulip Sale,
and to its partners MAHB and Sama-Sama Hotel for supporting this
noble initiative. The funds raised will go towards our patient services,
education and training platform. Every year, we treat and care for
almost 2,000 patients in the Klang Valley, and train more than 700
healthcare workers from across the country and the region”.
As mentioned, all funds raised will be donated to Hospis Malaysia, a
charitable organisation that offers professional care to patients whom
are terminally ill. Hospis Malaysia is not affiliated with any political,
religious, governmental or private groups and collaborates closely
with the World Palliative Care Alliance (WPCA) and the World Health
Organisation (WHO) to fully integrate palliative care into every country’s
health care system.
For more information about KLM, please 03 – 7712 4555
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Oman Air
Revamped
Mobile App

AVIATION NEWS

Utilising the latest innovations, Oman
Air’s new app is a user-friendly platform
with easy steps, providing guests with
inclusive trip management capabilities
like flight booking and purchase of tickets,
online check-in, pre-selection of seats,
flight status as well as information about
Oman Air’s latest offers.

The revamped app also enables guests to
check their Sindbad miles balance, claim any
missing miles, request for redemptions, keep
track of tier progress, see their upcoming
bookings on Oman Air, and much more.
For more information,
please call 03 – 2145 6123

Malaysian passengers
flying to Muscat from
Kuala Lumpur are now able
to experience the revamped
mobile application with
Oman Air on iOS or Android
smartphone. The revamped
mobile application allows
passengers to organise and
manage their journey on
the go.

ANA Revealed New Boeing 787-10

Hideki Kunugi, Executive Vice President of
ANA said, “ANA now has the distinction
of being the only airline in Asia to operate
all models (787-8, 787-9 and 787-10) of
the 787 aircraft. The 787 fleet is known for
its extremely low noise levels, excellent fuel
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efficiency and in-flight comfort, all of which
support ANA’s mission to push the standards
of air travel by investing in the
latest technology.”
Along with its new, more comfortable seats,
the aircraft’s Premium Economy and Economy
Class feature a six-way adjustable headrest
and the largest touchscreen personal seat
monitor in its class. The seat monitors have
been updated to include swipe-to-search
ability and support for five additional
languages - which brings the total to 11.
The high capacity aircraft also offers the
popular “Full Flat” seats, in the Business

Passengers travelling on the Express Rail
Link (ERL) between Kuala Lumpur and KLIA
or klia2 can now purchase the KLIA Ekspres
tickets on Tripcarte.Asia, a homegrown online
travel platform that allows travellers to book
tours, travel activities such as boat riding and
cruise, theme park and attraction tickets and
watersport activities across Malaysia and
Singapore.
At the launch in April, ERL Chief Executive Officer, Noormah Mohd
Noor said, “We are delighted to partner with Tripcarte.Asia to bring
the very best of Malaysia to travellers from abroad. With Tripcarte.
Asia, travellers abroad can now plan their holiday and book their travel
arrangements, including KLIA Ekspres tickets, on a single platform.”

*The app is available in both English and Arabic.

All Nippon Airways (ANA)
received the delivery of its
new Boeing 787-10 aircraft on
31 March to become the only
airline in Asia to operate the
all-new, super-efficient family
of Boeing 787 Dreamliner.

KLIA Ekspres
Tickets Available on
Tripcarte.Asia

Class cabin. Furthermore, the next-generation
“ANA Flight Path” map will be added to the
flights, using 3D mapping to provide tourism
guides and restaurant recommendations from
Japan’s largest travel review site, 4 travel.
ANA plans to acquire a total of three
787-10s by the end of fiscal year 2020
and gradually introduce them to its Southeast
Asian routes as part of its commitment to bring
top-of-the-line aircraft and technology
to travellers.
For more information,
please call 03 – 2032 1331

Tripcarte’s Chief Executive Officer, Parthiven Shan said, “We believe
with this partnership, leisure and business travellers travelling to Malaysia

will find it extremely convenient to plan and make their bookings prior
to their trip. KLIA Ekspres will be an ideal way to showcase the excellent
connectivity Malaysia has to offer to travellers.”
Tripcarte.Asia is a Malaysia based online activity platform which
was founded in 2015. It has more than 300+ holiday activities, and
travellers are able to book attraction tickets online.
For more details, please visit www.tripcarte.asia.

China Airlines New Livery for
60th Anniversary
Celebrating its 60th anniversary in April, China
Airlines has revealed its liveried aircraft on an
Airbus A350-900 featuring the 60th anniversary
logo for the first time for the flight between
Taipei and Ontario, California.
The logo in the shape of “GO” and the infinity symbol “∞” are
progressively applied to the A350-900, A330-300, 737-800, 777300ER, 747-400 and 747-400F(freighter) fleets, inviting travellers around
the world to join in sharing the 60 years of joy and growth at China
Airlines. The number “60” in China Airlines’ corporate identity colours of
blue and red served as the inspiration for the 60th anniversary logo.

More products are launched by the airlines for its 60th anniversary.
For example, the all-new amenity kits for Premium Business Class and
Premium Economy Class have been very well-received by travellers.
The in-flight entertainment system has been upgraded in April in all
A350-900 and 777-300ER cabin classes. Furthermore, a “Birthday
Promotion Discount” has been launched by China Airlines via its
website, where Dynasty members can log into the birthday special
section in their birthday month to receive 5% off their fare for flights
operated by China Airlines. Up to one travel companion on the same
reservation code is eligible for the discount as well.
For more information, please call 03 – 2142 7344
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Air New Zealand Receives
Global Award for Economy Skycouch
In April, Air New Zealand was presented
with the prestigious Crystal Cabin Award
in Hamburg for the improvements to the
Economy Skycouch.
The Air New Zealand designed Skycouch is a row of three Economy
seats that convert into flat, flexible surface for rest, relaxation and play.
The improvements include introducing a dedicated infant harness
allowing infants to remain lying down throughout the cruise phase of the
flight, new infant pod, and modifications to the existing Skycouch that
allows two children to share the Skycouch lying side by side.
The Crystal Cabin Award is the only international award for excellence
in aircraft interior innovation, with Air New Zealand winning the
Greener Cabin, Health, Safety and Environment category.
Air New Zealand General Manager Customer Experience Nikki
Goodman said, “The Skycouch has always been popular with young
families and it’s fantastic to be recognised for the enhancements which

were designed to help make it easier for families to travel with young
children”.
Air New Zealand is represented by Discover The World as the General
Sales Agent (GSA) in Malaysia.
For further information, please call 03 - 2715 5020

Air France Serves Exquisite Cuisine
by Michelin-Starred Chef
From April 2019 to March
2020, the chef with two
Michelin stars Julien Royer
is designing a new tailormade and regularly renewed
menu for Air France customers
travelling between Singapore
and Paris-Charles de Gaulle.
At the Air France signature event, ‘Oh,
my chef!’ on 9 April, Chef Julien Royer
boarded Flight AF 257 from Singapore
to Paris-Charles de Gaulle and shared the
specially curated menu and interacted with
passengers.
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Nicolas Ricard, Country Manager for
Air France Singapore said, “Air France
is privileged to embark on this exciting
partnership with Michelin-starred Chef
Julien Royer of award-winning restaurant,
Odette. This is the first collaboration of its
kind in Singapore, and we believe that
the 12 remarkable dishes he has created
exclusively for Air France are testaments to our
commitments to bring only the best of French
offerings to our customers”.
Chef Julien Royer said, “I truly appreciate the
opportunity that Air France has afforded me
to curate the menus for their Business and First
Class passengers. It was an inspiring process
working alongside the team, and I’m excited

to offer their guests a refined French dining
experience in one of the most exceptional
settings – up in the air”.
Chef Julien Royer has designed a total of
12 exclusive main dishes – six dishes for La
Première and Business Class respectively –
which will be rotated every two months until
March 2020.
Air France is also serving fine-dining on other
long haul flights (and some medium haul from
Paris), working with Michelin-starred chefs in
both La Première and Business Class cabin.
For more information,
please call 03 – 7724 8181

Avengers Assemble at KLIA and klia2!
Passengers and Marvel fans
passing through KLIA and
klia2 are having marvel-ous
fun with life-sized Avenger
figurines installed throughout
the two terminals.
In the ‘Marvel Super Heroes Have Landed’
campaign launched in April by Malaysia
Airports, together with The Walt Disney
Company Malaysia and Maybank, travellers
and fans can indulge in fun, interactive and
exciting games and photo opportunities with
the spectacular Avenger figurines until 16 June.
Malaysia Airports senior general manager
of commercial services Mohammad Nazli
Abdul Aziz said at the launch on 12 April,
“We are delighted to bring such iconic Super
Heroes to our airports and hope that these
initiatives will further enliven our guests’ airport
experience, which is a key thrust in Malaysia
Airports’ Commercial Reset Strategy. We want
to change the perception of what airports
are traditionally known for, to what it could
be. Through these initiatives, we believe we
are inching closer in transforming our airports
from merely being a transportation hub to a
premier lifestyle and shopping destination. We
must continuously strive to remain relevant and
competitive in providing the best for travellers
and guests at our airports”.

Nazli added that moving forward, Malaysia
Airports is confident in enticing its travellers
even more with compelling campaigns,
leveraging on both offline and online
marketplaces, ‘retail-tainment’ concepts, digital
innovations and outstanding support from
retailers and partners.
The fun-filled activities and photo opportunities
include, a scale model of the Avenger’s
Quinjet, Iron Man shooting range, Thor’s
Hammer Game as well as life-size figurines of
Captain America, Iron Man and Thor.
The launch was also attended by Jon Tjin Kee,
Director, Disney Media + ; Vichelle Woon,
Head of Marketing, Cards Group, Community

Financial Services, Maybank; Chen Tien Yue,
Executive Director, Royal Selangor Marketing
Sdn. Bhd., alongside local personalities Ung
Yiu Lin, Alif Satar and Daphne Iking.
As part of the campaign, shoppers spending
a minimum of RM120 at the public transit
area at any of the international airports
operated by Malaysia Airports can enjoy
attractive redemption offers on limited-edition
collectibles. Maybank customers will rejoice
as the same offers apply when they spend
a minimum amount of RM100 with their
Maybank Cards.
For more information, please visit
www.malaysiaairports.com.my
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ERAMAN Becomes
Bigger, Better and Bolder
Malaysia Airports Niaga or better known as ERAMAN, is taking the next big step to bring
themselves to the next level. ERAMAN will rebrand its duty free and duty paid retail stores as
well as the F&B outlets to be better than ever before. In efforts to become bigger, better and
bolder, ERAMAN will be realigning their product categories and revamping their stores’ concept
designs on top of enhancing guests’ experiences through experiential marketing and innovative
digitalisation.
This pivotal rebranding exercise is timely as ERAMAN reaches its 25th year, thus beckoning a stronger presence and awareness amongst domestic
and international travellers. The initiative will also make ERAMAN superior and set apart from the competition. But more importantly, it places
ERAMAN as the most preferred airport travel retail and duty-free player in Asia Pacific offering the most complete shopping experience through
exceptional customer service.

AIRPORT SHOPPING

Datuk Seri Michael Yam, chairman of
ERAMAN stated that, “ERAMAN brand
has become synonymous with Malaysia
Airports Niaga. We want to strengthen its
premier position in the travel retail & duty
free shopping space in Malaysia. And unless
we refresh, reinvent and future proof the
franchise the brand, we may not be able
to sustain for another 25 years. And hence
to mark its 25th year of its birth, the Board
had taken the opportunity to adopt a fresher,
more contemporary & exciting approach in
providing the complete retail experience for
the benefit and convenience of our valued
customers”.
The chairman also stated that the opening of
the dedicated monogram concept boutiques
at Kota Kinabalu International Airport offering
world-renowned perfumes, skin care and
cosmetics brands such M.A.C, La Mer,
Tom Ford, and Jo Malone were part of the
preceding initiatives prior to the launch of
this rebranding exercise as demonstrations
of their laser-sharp commitment to improving
the retail variation and introducing new retail
formats. This also includes Malaysia Airports
host culture transformation programme, ‘Happy
Guest, Caring Host’, by setting mobile kiosks
and food buggy service at various locations in
KLIA Main terminal.
The Deputy Minister of Transport, Dato’
Kamarudin Jaffar spoke on behalf of the
government, “We are supportive of such
initiatives as airports are major gateways
into our country, contributing to a lasting
first impression for foreign visitors. We
already possess world-class infrastructure at
our airports. On top of which, the variety in
international and local retail brands offered
at our airports are the envy of our regional
counterparts. Further enhancements to dutyfree stores, redesigning of brand awareness
elements and engagement with travellers are
strategic steps that will provide a quantum leap
in making Malaysia a first-world country”.
On the other hand, Malaysia Airports
Holdings Berhad group chief executive officer
YM Raja Azmi Raja Nazuddin was proud
to say, “It is indeed a very exciting move as
this is the first time in 25 years that Malaysia
Airports (Niaga) is embarking on such an
endeavour. From the beginning, Malaysia
Airports (Niaga) through its brand ERAMAN
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has been a crucial component in the group’s
business, contributing significantly to our
non-aeronautical revenue. In 2018, ERAMAN
recorded RM834.2 million in revenue,
contributing about 20% to the group’s total
revenue”.

a vibrant purple palette, the design speaks
to deliver its promise of excitement that in
every path that a traveller takes, ERAMAN is
there to give a welcome and to ensure every
traveller will have a heartfelt gift be it for
oneself or as a souvenir for loved ones.

He added, “Last year, our non-aeronautical
revenue from our Malaysia operations rose
to RM1.6 billion. Sales per passenger or SPP
stood at RM27.80 with the highest recorded
for KL International Airport (KLIA) at RM37.50.
Actually, KLIA is still lagging behind in terms of
SPP when compared to peer airports within the
region. Their average SPP stands at twice or
thrice that of KLIA despite equivalent or smaller
total retail space at the airport. This is mostly
attributed to retail mix and lack of effective
retail space zoning”.

Among other changes include enhancements
to the facade of all ERAMAN outlets, as
well as new modern contemporary designs
for the staff uniforms. ERAMAN is confident
that the rebranding exercise will strengthen
and build brand awareness through elements
that are engaging, meaningful, easily
recognisable, and transferable to all its
outlets which includes both merchandising,
and F&B segments.

As part of the rebranding exercise,
ERAMAN’s new and stylised logo has the
letter ‘e’ encapsulated within a hexagon
representing a gift box with the ‘e’ formed
by a ribbon that holds the gift. Coloured in

Operating in five international airports and one
domestic airport in Malaysia, ERAMAN Duty
Free outlets offer a wide range of world class
and exclusive products such as chocolates,
perfumes and cosmetics, liquor, fashion and
accessories as well as tobacco products that
are sourced globally.
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AVIATION INTERVIEW WITH JIMMY LEONG
President of Malaysian Tourist Guides Council (MTGC)
Founded in 1967, MTGC’s objective is to
promote the highest possible standards for
tourist guides and to provide exceptional
tourist experiences for travellers of all
nationalities. Jimmy Leong has been the
president since 1999. Since then, he has
been a significant
spokesperson for
ethical conduct
among tourist

guides encouraging cultural narratives,
promotional initiatives, discourse and more.
Jimmy’s keen eye and influence on the council
keeps everyone in the industry accountable.
How important are tour guides
for the industry and for touristic
experience to travellers in general?
How would you explain MTGC’s
role with tour guides all over
Malaysia?
Tour guiding has an important and
multi-faceted role in Malaysia’s tourism
industry. What tour guides present and
interpret of our country affects the way
in which their customers experience a
place or attraction, understand the
local culture and engage in local
activities. Their roles
and influences
are key to
making the
programme
a success

and attracting repeating visitors who may even
bring along families and friends. In short, tour
guides ‘make’ or ‘break’ a vacation.
The role of tour guides distinguishes itself by
their potential to manage and orchestrate
tourist experiences; enhances destination’s
reputation; promote and generate repeat
visitations and to implement responsible
tourism.
With this in mind, MTGC highly endorses the
need to provide adequate effective training for
tour guides in Malaysia, establishing needed
standards, supervising practices, and above
all, involving them in projects and activities
at the destination level. Tour guides should
be treated and motivated as for instance,
stakeholders in Malaysia’s tourism development
so that the Malaysian government can make
sure that they fulfil their obligation to build
and maintain the framework to professional
performances, behaviour, conduct and
responsibilities
that deserve the public’s trust
and support.
How important has it been for
MTGC to form a strong relationship
with the Ministry of Tourism, Arts
and Culture Malaysia (MOTAC) and
what have been the outcomes of
this partnership?
In order to represent MTGC and the tourism
community interests to the Ministry for mutual
benefits, a two-way partnership is essential for
the sake of a greater tourism strategy.
Meaningful partnerships are the foundation for
both the Government and MTGC’s success.
MTGC defines this relationship as a mutual
agreement between two or more parties in
which all participants agree to work together
for a common purpose or undertake a specific
task and to share responsibilities, resources,
competences and benefits. Partnerships are
what enable many tourism players to develop
and grow sustainably.
We describe our relationship with the Ministry
as strong but more can be achieved if more
communication and meeting sessions are to
be carried out to understand the tour guiding
profession and the feedbacks we receive
constantly on the ground level expressed by
the visitors we handled to improve the industry.
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Where do you draw your passion
for the tourism industry?
Firstly, it has always been the people around
me as a team. Secondly, it is experiences
and knowledge that I acquired from other
organisations that have continuously given
me ideas and support to make changes,
implement policies and to lead the industry
to the next level. I have always reminded
myself that success is a narrow path, but as a
dedicated team that dares to forge ahead not
waiting on guarantees; the right time never
comes if we are waiting at the wrong place.
Where any dream has a fighting chance,
there’s a way.
What are the current problems in
the tourism industry that ought to
be addressed?
The tourism industry urgently needs a
government task force to oversee and address
the crucial issues at the various land entry
points in the country especially the CIQs
(Customs, Immigration, and Quarantine)
in Johor Bahru and the Secondlink as we
can no longer afford to receive negative
reporting from visitors facing delays in their
clearances as well as filthy toilets facilities.
There must be a completely reliable border
control management to oversee these issues.
Illegal MPVs fetching tourists, unlicensed tour
operators and unlicensed tourist guides must
be removed in order to develop the industry in
the right track.
At the moment, the move by Malaysia
Competition Commission (MyCC) to dismantle
the tour guiding fees schedule is doing more
harm than good to the profession and the
tourism industry as a whole. MOTAC should
realise that without a fee structure, foreign
language guide will not venture into the
profession. The dismantling of this structure
have also made difficult for tour operators to
formulate quotation in their packages as the
guiding fees fluctuate according to the supply
and demand.
What is your vision for MTGC
and its holistic contribution to the
tourism industry as a whole?
The roles of tour guides have evolved and
travellers’ wants and needs require new
skill sets, for example, better interpersonal
relationships and intellect that enhances and
enriches one’s visit to our country. Travellers
are globetrotting in smaller numbers, as less
people are inclined to buy tour packages
and join large groups. MTGC’s proposal to
MOTAC in 2005 predicted the change in
travel habits, so we proposed for tour guides
to drive tourism vans; this was already put
in place in many ASEAN countries. This
proposal is strictly for the extension of tour

guides services where tour guides can also
drive a tourism vehicle and guide at the
same time. All these services however, must
be regulated by MOTAC as well as JPJ rules,
regulations and conditions. MTGC strongly
believes this move will create a holistic
change to the tourism business environment.
Digitilisation has pervaded
industries globally, has the
Malaysian tourism industry caught
up with this movement? In what
ways is technology improving the
lives of tour guides?
The tourism and economic landscape of
Asia is undergoing a massive dynamic
transformation to embrace the technological
revolution. Portals such as Agoda, AirBnB,
Grab and TripAdvisor has greatly changed
the structure of the tourism supply chain in the
past decade. Yet over the years in Malaysia
we see very small numbers of projects usually
involve digital business transformation. Tourism
business owners fear the costs of integrating
legacy systems. Even if a digitalisation project
succeeds enterprises are afraid of becoming
‘hostage’ to a vendor, especially for the future
upgrading costs of its systems.
On the other hand, the new age tourism
market has seen growing numbers of FIT
– free independent travellers who are both
small groups and individuals, planning their
own journey and experience using the Internet
and using established websites to make their
travel choices.
Through the Internet tour guides can now
actively market their services on the many
available online aggregators such as
TripAdvisor, Viator, GetYourGuide, LokaLocal,
Unscripted and many more.
These aggregators whom we term as travel
tech firms have undeniably created work
opportunities and visibility for tour guide’s
services. This directly have positive impact
on the economy of the tour guides. The
tour guides can express their creativity and
quality services and yet be competitive. These
aggregators are now viewed as partners to
tour guides. Both the Internet and travel tech
firms have impacted positively, the economy
and opportunities for tour guides in Malaysia.
The airport is the first point of
contact between the country’s
tourism industry and the traveller.
In your opinion, what is the
significance of an airport in the
tourism industry and where do you
see tour guides contributing to this
relationship?
Airports play a significant role in the tourism

industry, providing clean and safe services
closely monitored by international agencies
that rank the airports according to strict
benchmarks. Such detailed benchmarks
are not consolidated for other forms of
transportation hubs. Along with cleanliness,
safety and security comes airport hospitality,
which is expected to be exemplary for lasting
positive impressions in the minds of tourists.
Therefore, airports and its facilities are
significant to the growth, development, and
capacity building on a country’s tourism
industry. The facilities, from basic CIQ
requirements, to growing trends and needs
of travellers like free, efficient technology e.g.
Wi-Fi, good variety of food and beverage
outlets, lounges, and international brands that
cater to all levels of shopping, are critical
to ensure that travellers, be it for business,
pleasure or family visits, are made to feel
welcome, the moment they arrive, and stay
connected with their colleagues or their loved
ones.
Tour guides are the first point of contact
for tourist after arrival clearance
formalities. They are the country’s goodwill
ambassadors and continue from the
initial positive impressions by the clearing
agencies to reassure visitors of a memorable
stay in the country. The Malaysian tour
guides are skilled in end-to-end service
delivery, not only in airport environment but,
for all modes of transport, meeting the high
service standards set by the government.
Personally, what is your favourite
aspect in travelling?
The best moment for most travellers is seeing
new places and meeting new people but its
about opening new horizon to experience
completely different cultures and learning
how to interact with different people to
know their stories which can impact me on a
greater level thus understanding oneself and
igniting creativity.
Many of us Malaysians grow up with all
the comforts of the modern world and
had the opportunity to do many things we
want to do. On the other hand, travelling
to other countries, particularly those in the
developing world can be a wakeup call to
put our own life in perspective. Things that
we may take for granted like having modern
appliances and clean running water from the
taps will probably come away with a new
appreciation for everything we have.
My most memorable and adventurous trip
was when I drove from Malaysia to London
in the year 2016 by road across thirteen
countries covering 18,500 kilometres. This
experience made me see life differently.
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THANK YOU,
DAD

12

It is the month of appreciation for the
main man in our lives, and we’ve got you
covered on the art of Father’s Day gifting.

6

BY SARA YEOH
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1. PHAIDON Interiors: The Greatest Rooms of the Century (Midnight Blue Edition) RM324, 2. MAISON MARGIELA Leather Luggage
Tag RM626, 3. AESOP Moroccan Neroli Shaving Serum RM304, 4. DUNHILL Pavé Diamond 82kt Gold Cufflinks RM38,732
5. HOUSE OF HACKNEY Serpentis Candle RM648, 6. HUNTING SEASON Bronze and Lizard Skin Table Lighter RM1,978, 7. TOM
DIXON Rock Dumbbell RM984, 8. VERSACE Leather and Ceramic Domino Set RM6,804, 9. HALCYON DAYS Jester Tea Set in Black
RM2,380, 10. HUBLOT Classic Fusion Wild Customs Price N.A., 11. AMOUAGE Portrayal Man 100ml RM1,090, 12. RICHARD
BRENDON Decanter RM1,053, 13. CARTIER EYEWEAR Première de Cartier Aviator Glasses RM3,302, 14. LOEWE Flip AnagramLogo Ring RM2,156, 15. LORENZO MILANO Carbon-Fibre Shaving Set RM3,410
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MINI-ME

6

2

1

PREP SCHOOL
1. BURBERRY TB Monogram
Cashmere-Faille Scarf RM4,127

Father’s Day is the perfect excuse for dads to match with their mini-mes
(if you haven’t done so yet). Here’s our style guide for fun, fashionable twinning.

2. BILLIONAIRE Pipe Trim Jacquard
Blazer RM7,164

BY SARA YEOH

3. POLO RALPH LAUREN CottonBlend Chino Trousers RM563
4

3

4. TOM FORD Wessex BurnishedLeather Penny Loafers RM4,198

7

1

5. SERENI & SHENTEL Children Blair
Headband RM129
3

6. CHLOÉ KIDS Victorian
Embroidered Cotton Blouse RM535
7. BURBERRY KIDS Pleated Cotton
Skirt RM832

4
8

2

5

1

3

8. MOSCHINO KIDS Logo Plaque
Ballerina Flats RM632

5

2

FUNKY TOWN
1. BURBERRY Logo-Printed Vinyl Rain
Hat RM2,934

6
8

2. CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN Lou SpikeEmbellished Leather High-Top Trainers
RM4,467

HAPPY HIPPIES
1. GENTLE MONSTER Woogie
O2 RM1,188

3. GUCCI Cotton Sweatshirt with Teddy
Bear RM4,970

2. MSGM Floral Print Shirt
RM1,087

4. EYTYS Benz Leopard Print Straight
Leg Denim Trousers RM1,058

3. GABRIELE PASINI Drop-Crotch
Trousers RM1,490

5. STELLA MCCARTNEY KIDS Go
Bananas Headband RM149

4. GIUSEPPE ZANOTTI Orlando
Sandals RM3,217

6. MOSCHINO KIDS Printed Stretch
Cotton Hoodie RM367
7. BALMAIN KIDS Leather Sneakers
RM1,566
8. NOÉ & ZOE Checked Trousers
RM265
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5. DOLCE & GABBANA KIDS
Floral Cotton Dress RM1,511
7

6

6. CHLOÉ KIDS Embellished Suede
Sandals RM766
4
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SUIT YOURSELF

FULL BLOOM

The suit is back with a modern update. Defy tradition with exaggerated shoulders
and logomania. Or simply give the classic suit a fresh look by going sans clothing
underneath and styling it with a belt bag.

Florals are never “ground-breaking” in spring and summer, but they are staples
for sure. Come into bloom in ditsy petals, romantic florals and patchworked
blossoms – there is every flower in the garden for you.

BY SARA YEOH

BY SARA YEOH
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1. DRIES VAN NOTEN Camel Double-Breasted Wool-Blend Twill Suit Jacket RM3,589, 2. DRIES VAN NOTEN Camel Slim-Fit Cropped
Wool-Blend Twill Suit Trousers RM1,772, 3. BALENCIAGA Double-Breasted Twill Blazer RM8,136, 4. BALENCIAGA Fitted High-Rise
Tailored Trousers, RM2,830, 5. GUCCI GG Single-Breasted Cotton-Blend Blazer RM9,612, 6. GUCCI GG Logo-Jacquard Cotton-Twill
Wide-Leg Trousers RM3,651, 7. SAINT LAURENT Logo-Printed Leather Belt Bag RM2,901, 8. GENTLE MONSTER Gentle Fendi No.1
Black RM1,949, 9. AMBUSH Gold-Plated Ring RM1,361
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1. MSGM Pleated Crepe Mini Dress RM2,668, 2. PREEN BY THORTON BREGAZZI MONICA Printed Patchwork Dress RM6,294,
3. ALEXANDER MCQUEEN Cold-Shoulder Ruffled Floral-Print Silk Blouse RM10,132, 4. ALESSANDRA RICH Crystal Heart Earrings
with Pearl Clip RM871, 5. GUCCI Floral Metallic-Brocade Kick-Flare Trousers RM7,441, 6. DOLCE & GABBANA Floral Print V-Neck
Silk Blend Midi Dress RM9,342, 7. SELF-PORTRAIT Asymmetric Floral-Print Satin-Jacquard Skirt RM1,045, 8. COACH Parker Shoulder
Bag RM2,534, 9. BALENCIAGA Belt Buckled Leather Pumps RM7,863
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FASHION
& BEAUTY
NEWS

SEPHORA Matte Perfection Stick
Foundation & Concealer, RM78

CANNES-WORTHY BEAUTY

Selena Gomez opted for a classic winged-eye and red
statement lips for her stunning red carpet look at the Cannes
Film Festival. Hung Vanngo and Marc Jacobs Beauty were
the man and brand behind her glam. To get the look,
emulate Selena’s flawless complexion with the infallible
duo of concealer and blurring powder. Then, for a precise
bold wing, try Marc Jacob’s Magic Marc’er waterproof
liquid eyeliner. Add on a few coats of mascara to further
emphasise the eyes. Finish the look with a daring red
lipstick.

All the must-knows
and must-haves of
the month
BY SARA YEOH

MARC JACOBS Magic
Marc’er Waterproof
Liquid Eyeliner in
Blacquer, RM112

Selena
Gomez at the
Cannes Film
Festival 2019

TOM FORD BEAUTY
Boys & Girls Lip Colour,
RM143

MARC JACOBS Accomplice
Instant Blurring Beauty
KAT VON D Go Big or Go
Powder, RM190
Home Mascara, RM90

QUAKING NEW RELEASE

Marc Jacobs Beauty is set to drop
its first ever skincare range, Marc
Jacobs Skincare, on June 20 in
Sephora stores throughout Malaysia
and online. Be on the look out
for the Youthquake Hydra-Full
Retexturizing Gel Crème, RM215,
which promises instant smooth and
plump skin for a makeup-ready
canvas.

RAYA-READY

Get ready to glow for the Raya celebrations
with Lancôme. To turn back the ageing clock
before Raya, the cult Advanced Génifique,
RM198 for 20ml repairs and activates 10
clinical signs for youthful skin you can see
and feel. Look radiant all day with the Teint
Idole Ultra Wear Foundation, RM184 for fullday coverage and comfort. Finish off with a
pop of colour with L’Absolu Rouge, RM116,
which comes in 3 finishes of matte, cream
and sheer.

EAST MEETS WEST

Fendi teams up with the trendsetting
Korean glasses brand Gentle Monster
to launch a collection of sunglasses.
The Gentle Fendi Capsule Collection
comprises two unique and unisex
sunglasses, Gentle Fendi No. 1
and Gentle Fendi No.2. The former
explores the mini sunglass trend with
small shapes and bold logos, while
Gentle Fendi No.2 embraces an easyto-wear look with a strong fashion
attitude.

DARE TO DEFY
MISE-EN-SCÈNE

For its Pre-Fall 2019 collection, Max Mara
turned to the fascinating relationship
of ballet dancers Rudolf Nureyev and
Margot Fonteyn for inspiration. Taking
influences from the pair’s larger-than-life
performances, and candid backstage
moments, Max Mara’s own translation
resulted in floaty panels of chiffon
channelling Fonteyn, and mannish
tailoring from Nureyev.

Inspired by London’s Roaring
20’s and Madonna in the 80’s,
Amouage’s latest Portrayal
Woman is for the poised and
refined woman who is also
a rebel at heart. The smoky
Craven A Tobacco Accord,
fused together with the sweet
note of vanilla, with an
undertone of the ever-sensual
tuberose, will radiate seduction
in the air.

This Raya, Lancôme is basking in the spirit of festivities,
partnering with actress Mira Filzah for their ‘Keceriaan
Bersama Lancôme’ Raya campaign. Head over to SOGO
mall’s concourse area for all things Lancôme, and add
a personal touch to your Lancôme purchases with their
engraving services this month-long.
Amouage’s signature glass
crystal bottles are introduced
in an iridescent pearl
finish adorned with a blue
Swarovski crystal.
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O

ne of my fondest memories growing
up was following my mother to her
facials; it just had a different feel to
it compared to simply applying a facial at
home. I thought to myself, “I couldn’t wait to
be an adult and afford it for myself”. One
of the places she frequented was Beaute
Library back in 2011 when it first opened.
I distinctively remember the pristine white
walls, the warm smiles from behind the
marble counter and the glow on my mother’s
face after her treatment.
This time, it was my turn and I brought along
my colleague who has never had a facial
done in a beauty centre before. The session
started with a comprehensive questionnaire
on our skincare routine before the skinscanning to get an accurate evaluation of
our skin’s condition. It was nice to know that
my routine has been working for me as the
therapist revealed my skin is healthy. To my
surprise, my colleague who has a radiant
complexion has a combination skin type of
oily and dry.

BEAUTE LIBRARY
Unearthing the Power of Flora

I’ve never been one to rest on my laurels,
so I decided to try out the Beaute Intensive
Detox Facial Treatment while my colleague,

Callisty Grace would do the Floral Essential
Collagen Facial Treatment. Here is what we
thought about the session:
First-timer’s Experience – Callisty Grace, 26
“Honestly, I did not expect much from
the session but I was impressed from the
moment I walked in at the level of attention
to detail on the service and product used
to suit my skin needs. No doubt there are
plenty of skincare products in the market but
the usage of floral and plant-based skincare
is so much more effective than I would give
it credit for if I never tried it! The session
began with a soothing massage and since
it was my first time, an extraction was done
for me, slight pain aside, I was grateful to
have a kind therapist who talked me through
the entire process. My face was cleansed
and scrubbed thoroughly and gently that I
almost fell asleep through it. The two hours
for the treatment just flew by when I was just
drifting away in relaxation. I couldn’t believe
my eyes when I saw how toned and radiant
my skin was. In fact, the process even left
me energized. I’ll definitely be making a
habit of getting my facials done at a beauty
salon”

Veteran’s Experience – Jacqueline Benita, 26
“For me, a couple of hours at a beauty salon
isn’t merely for getting good skin but it is
also a session for relaxation and Beaute
Library delivered superbly. My facial started
with gentle double cleansing and the scent
of chamomile from the product helped me
relax even with work on my mind. The
floral scrub was comforting and left my skin
feeling revitalised. The one thing I had not
experienced before was a cool steamer
instead of the conventional hot steamer that
is used for facial treatments. Beaute Library’s
Aqua Cool Technology doesn’t rely on
heat to open up your pores but, instead by
creating an ultrafine mist that deeply purifies
and hydrates the skin. My skin’s after-glow
said it all.”

BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

Beaute Library, Plaza Arkadia

G-G-3a Plaza Arkadia Jalan Intisari Desa
ParkCity 52200 Kepong, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2712 0448
Website: www.beautelibrary.com
Facebook: beautelibrary
Instagram: beautelibrary.my
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THE MET GRAND SALON
Luxe for your locks
BY SARA YEOH

THE GRAND SALON
The Met is on every address book of the
crème de la crème in Kuala Lumpur for
hair appointments. Located in the heart of
the city next to Parkroyal hotel, the salon
boasts many A-list clients such as Nicole
Scherzinger, Hong Kong superstars and
fashion insiders over its decade here.
With only three glossy, marbled styling
counters in the salon, one can expect an
intimate and personalised session on each
visit.
The luxurious yet unpretentious interior
resembles a classic gentleman’s drawing
room with cosy lighting, promising clients
a luscious experience and sophisticated
comfort. As part of the Leading Salons
of the World – an exclusive global circle
of luxury salons – The Met spares no
expense in offering patrons the ultimate
luxury for their tresses, using products
from Philip B., Goldwell and the exclusive
Balmain line.
A LUXURIOUS MAKEOVER
As a colour-treated brunette with waistlength hair, it is easy to end up with a
boring, lack-lustre mane due to infrequent
salon visits. So, I entered the salon with
dull and damaged hair desperate for a
revival. The Met team sat me down for an
evaluation of my tresses. To no surprise,
the verdict for my hair was overstressed,
heat-damaged and fragile hair. Geetha,
the hospitable director of The Met
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prescribed a shoulder-length cut to get rid
of damaged ends, a warm-toned balayage
for a healthier looking colour, and an
intensive treatment to add serious moisture
to my locks. To that, I placed my complete
trust in Geetha and anticipated for the
transformation to start.
The team started off the makeover with
a colour-correction process. The colourist
meticulously applied highlights and
lowlights in layers upon layers, creating
a seamless balayage. The end result? A
stunning caramel-coloured hair with the
most natural honey hues.
I was then whisked away to the hairwash
station and given an Olaplex treatment
to strengthen my strands. It was followed
with a steam treatment, where my hair was
re-infused with much-needed moisture with
the help of a Goldwell hair mask. After the
heaven-sent nourishment for my locks, the
hairstylists gave me a lush blowout, and
restyled my hair to a chic length.
A GLOSSY FINISH
Fresh from the haircut, the team spritzed
me with whiffs of Balmain hair perfume,
which also doubles as a heat protector
– a nice touch of luxury. To finish off the
makeover, I was given a glamorous styling
of voluminous, luscious curls. I walked out
of The Met with bouncy, beautiful hair, with
the luxurious scent of Balmain lingering
after me, of course.

SAINT PIERRE KUALA LUMPUR
French Culinary Came Full Circle
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

TIPS FROM THE DIRECTOR
OF THE MET
- Use Olaplex on colour-treated hair,
and leave it on for up to two hours
if you want to see a noticeable
difference.
- Replace your usual conditioner with
a hair mask such as the Goldwell
Kerasilk mask for damaged hair for
extra nourishment.

The Met Grand Salon
Parkroyal Hotel Kuala Lumpur,
Jalan Sultan Ismail, 50250 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 012-501 0624
Email: director@themetkl.com

On a quiet Saturday evening, we arrived
at the Saint Pierre located within the much
buzzed about W Hotel. The restaurant’s
interior had high ceilings with long light
bulbs bearing the resemblance of rain
droplets and the grey shades of a water lily
print invoked a sense of serenity. We were
courteously guided to our seats and minutes
later, the chef de cuisine; Kimkevin De
Dood came by to greet us. His confidence
and evident passion for refined European
classicism drew us to pick the 10-course
Adventure menu to test his mettle.

were going to enjoy the rest of the course.
Other highlights from the 10-course menu
included:

basted in lamb fat. Balance is brought to
fruition from the sweet acidity of glazed
blueberries and a blueberry-lamb jus.

WHITE ASPARAGUS, COFFEE, KAFFIR LIME,
LEMON
The rare treat of white asparagus is prepared
in two very different ways to enjoy this spring
delicacy more completely - barbecued simply
for its smokey aroma, as well as glazed with
lemon zest, asparagus and kaffir lime cream,
champagne sauce, oil from red Thai curry
and Arabica coffee.

VEAL TENDERLOIN, PARSNIP, TONKA
BEAN
The succulent pink meat of milk-fed rose
veal tenderloin is roasted and served
with parsnip and tonka bean puree. Its
freshness is accentuated by the addition of
pickled parsnips. The finishing with cherry
ketchup and humble veal jus harmoniously
rounds off the dish.

Kevin who is the restaurant’s sommelier, kept
us satiated with bubblies and an assortment
of red and white wine pairings to accentuate
the dining experience. The thoughtfulness
was also extended to a friend who is a
teetotaler; she was offered the non-alcoholic
pairing which turned out to be a more
personalised experience. Our course began
with the osietra caviar which was served on
a precisely sliced shima aji topped with gold
flakes in a sea of creamy dill and ginger
sauce. This gave us a strong hint that we

KING CRAB, WATERMELON, NORI
The fat and juicy flesh of the Alaskan king
crab is cooked on the barbecue to fluffy
perfection, before being dressed in yuzu
kosho oil with fresh watermelon, pickled
watermelon rind and a dashi-nori sauce.

With each course, we had something
to expatiate about. As we neared the
end of our adventure, chef Kimkevin
showcased the Dessert Tile which left us in
a frisson of excitement as we watched the
technical mastery live of intricate desserts
and Celebrate at Saint Pierre spelt out in
chocolate, finished with a smokescreen
created by the strawberry stones in liquid
nitrogen. With Father’s Day coming up,
this seems like the perfect treat for the man
in your life.

LAMB RACK, CELERIAC, CORIANDER,
BLUEBERRY
Tender lamb loin is first carefully roasted to
bring forth its subtle richness and then laced
with coriander pesto and celeriac puree. The
lamb is accompanied by roasted celeriac
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DC RESTAURANT
A Discovery of the Spring Menu
BY SARA YEOH

S

itting in an unassuming location at
the suburb of TTDI, you will find a
quiet fine-dining restaurant. Contrary
to their humble black exterior, DC is
one of the most celebrated fine-dining
experiences in Kuala Lumpur. When you
enter DC Restaurant, the dark walls cut
you off from the real world outside, and
send you off to embark on a gastronomic
journey. We were welcomed with bubbles
and entertained by the sommelier, Dennis,
in the bar area, La Comptoir.
We then adjourned upstairs to La Salle,
or the dining room, where we would
have our dinner. The dimly lit space is
minimalist yet intimate, sophisticated
yet cosy. For dinner, we settled on the
discovery 7-course for the ultimate DC
experience. We were privileged to be one
of the firsts to try Darren’s new assortment
of the spring menu that he had tweaked
the night before, after personally tasting
the menu as a guest of the restaurant, and
not as the chef de cuisine.
A Wonderful Prelude…
As a prelude to the 7-course, we were
presented with an amuse bouche of
sensational tartlets. In four pretty morsels,
there were Crosnes with pearl barley and
grated truffle; chopped mussels with king
crab and caviar; local kukur mushroom
with grated sharp pecorino; and yellowfin
tuna tartare with salted kombu and sea
grapes. If these bites were a glimpse
of what was to come, we were in for a
gastronomic discovery indeed.
And Dinner Starts…
The first course was a new take on
their signature dish with cold capellini
instead of somen. Perfectly al dente,
chilled capellini tossed in frothy seafood
sabayon, together with the fresh and
creamy mélange of uni, king crab and
ikura, is quite a delight when it hits your
tongue, opening up anticipation for the
next dish.
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The next course was quite a reminder
of spring, with petals and leaves falling
prettily on a Korean live turbot that was
poached lightly in Tuscan olive oil. The
mild taste of the flounder complemented
well with the bed of abalone jus it was
sitting on, and the acidity of fermented
bilimbi (belimbing buluh).
The third course was Alaskan king crab
slightly exposed under a blanket of gellee
made from tomato water, and plump,
crunchy Landes white asparagus that
announces itself with the arrival of spring.
A concentrated heirloom tomato comes
along for a robust surprise in your mouth,
adding contrast in flavour and colour to
the dish.
The fourth course, DC’s spring seafood
medley, was quite the chef’s artistic
expression on a plate. Various sea
creatures such as Hokkaido scallops, Irish
bouchot mussels, and a fish delicately
dressed in crusted potato skin to mimic
fish scales came together to create this
melodious ode to the ocean. And in the
middle of the assortment was a rich pearl
barley risotto, stringed together with the
rest with slender streams of Jerusalem
artichoke purée.
There was nothing pretentious about the
lobster we had for the fifth course – just
the tasty purity of the Caribbean Sea
crustacean, amplified through poaching
in butter, and animated through Sauce
Américaine and spring vegetables.
Here Comes the Mains…
A cold and crisp palate cleanser of
mulberry and blackberry granité with
four-mint yoghurt marked the intermission
of the course. To put an end to the streak
of seafood courses, we opted for red meat
for our mains. My choice was Japanese
Hidagyu full-blood A5 Wagyu, while my
dining partner went for a 14-hour slow
roasted rack of lamb. Three strips of

beautifully marbled Wagyu were presented
before me for an inspection before they
proceed to the kitchen. The Wagyu is
prepared only by the chef de cuisine
himself.
While the utterly indulgent Wagyu was
certainly a guaranteed temptation, the
lamb that my dining companion chose
was the real “unsung hero” of the night,
as our lovely maître d’, Yann put it. Both
mains were set on a bed of compote
made of apple, beetroot and beef bones.
The melt-in-your-mouth-meat, paired with
the sweetness of the compote, made a
heavenly main course. We also went for
the optional pan-seared duck Foie Gras
served with a cube of honeycomb, where
each bite was lusciously velvety, and
indulgent beyond imagination.
And For Dessert…
To conclude the meal, I chose the Black,
White, Green – a brittle dome of charcoal
meringue that revealed white chocolate ice
cream with mulled blueberry, strawberry
and boozy cherries when cracked open.
At DC, they are passionate about their
cheese, and no expedition to DC should
end without an experience of their famous
cheese trolley. So, my partner went for
the Le Fromage – our choice of five
AOP cheeses accompanied with fresh
honeycomb, its wild flower nectar collected
from the hills of Mae Rim, in Chiang Mai
Province of Thailand.
Beyond the grandiose façade of fine dining
and gustatory luxury, the food at DC is
complex, genuine and honest. The highfinesse plates here are expressions of what
Darren believes in, and a translation of
the energy he and his team inject into it.
And as he puts it, “When you put earnest
thoughts into something, it becomes a
masterpiece.”
44, Persiaran Zaaba, Taman Tun Dr Ismail,
60000 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-7731 0502
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OHANAJO
Founded by celebrity host and wellness icon Jojo Struys, OhanaJo
Studio is a space for beyond yoga and fitness. It is a space for
discovering self-love, and everyone is welcome.
BY SARA YEOH

HEAL FROM WITHIN
Born out of Jojo’s desire to share her
passion and knowledge, OhanaJo is
described by her as a co-healing space
where like-minded souls gather to
embark on a journey towards healing
and transformation for the mind, body
and soul. Having practised breathing
techniques around the world and
becoming a fully-certified yoga instructor
in Rishikesh, India, she hosts a few classes
herself too.
OhanaJo offers unique yoga classes that
extend beyond just teaching techniques
– it focuses on the mind and the soul as
well, shaping the physical, emotional
and mental forms of disciples. This is why
some of the yoga classes incorporate a
serene sound bath therapy.
Mindfulness is on top of the studio’s
agenda, with workshops focusing on
relaxation and stress release, the art of
self-care, and even your own breath work
to improve spiritual levels. For earnest
yogis, there are classes for all levels,
from basic yoga foundation for beginners
to classes to maintain and strengthen
your practice. You could also sign up
for interesting classes like a healing
Shamanic drumming session or a tensionreleasing Myofascial Qi Gong.
SPIRITUAL REAWAKENING
As a writer, life is on the fast lane. The
stressful and hectic lifestyle has prompted
us to try out their Inner Being Meditation
and Sound Bath session. Being new to
meditation and sound bath, we were in
for a spiritual discovery.
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We began our meditative experience by
sitting in silence, taking in the teachings
and wisdom our instructor Savy had to
offer. Then, we worked on our breathing
and did light stretches to release tensions
in our mind and body. We were then
asked to close our eyes, and embark on
a spiritual journey with Savy’s illustratory
narratives, sending us to confront our
subconscious, and adventure into places
unexplored by the human mind. Savy
touched our souls, and even sent some of
us into tears.
As we opened our eyes, we were asked
to share our exploration into our deeper
consciousness. And magically, people
poured their hearts out one after another,
having their soul touched by Savy. This
class was like a mind detox – participants
spilled out their souls and flush out tears
and other emotional waste. It works
almost like therapy, but better, more
organic, and cheaper. The class was the
perfect spiritual cleansing without having
to be religious.
After the spiritual cleansing, it was time
for rejuvenation. We lay down and bask
ourselves with a tranquilising sound bath
and Savy’s angelic singing voice. Savy
used clear crystal quartz bowls that
gave out musical notes in different tones,
frequencies and vibrations to reach and
heal each nerve and thought in our body
and mind. It was the perfect end to a
weeknight.
15-1, Jalan Daun Inai 21, Sunway Spk
Damansara, 52200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 017-696 8895
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Andreas Korf
General Manager of Impiana KLCC Hotel
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

A sense of humour, 30 years of hospitality experience, and an appreciation for cultures
across the globe are some of the things that German-born Andreas brought with him to
Malaysia in 2018. Read on for industry insights and the driving factor for his shift to Kuala
Lumpur after spending 10 years in Thailand.

TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF
I came here about roughly one year ago. I spent 10 years in
Thailand (3 years in Bangkok and 7 years in Phuket). Before that,
I was in China for 3 years and several other countries including the
Carribean, Switzerland and England. I have been in the industry for
about 30 years which does make me old, I think (laughter). I have
never done anything else, to be honest. Right after school I studied
hotel management and started working in the hotel business. I just had
too much fun that nothing else tempted me.
WHAT MADE IT SO MUCH FUN FOR YOU AND KEPT YOU GOING
FOR 30 YEARS?
It is never a boring job. There are so many different aspects to it. As
I went through the ranks from food & beverage, front office, sales,
housekeeping, guest service, operations manager to being general
manager. Currently, it lets me see a lot of things. When I was a child,
I thought about people who worked outside jobs such as gardening
or construction or even office jobs like banking and I knew it wasn’t
for me. Here, you deal with people every day and never know what’s
going to happen. In a hotel, so many nationalities, cultures, places
and personalities come by and you never know what will happen for
certain, whether good (getting compliments, return customers and etc)
or another challenge for the day.
I THINK THIS IS ALSO CLEAR FROM YOUR DECISION TO MOVE FROM
THAILAND, WHERE YOU SPENT 10 YEARS, TO KUALA LUMPUR.
FROM AN EXPAT PERSPECTIVE, HOW WAS THE ADJUSTMENT?
Well, it’s been 15 years of living in Asia. So, I got used to the Asian
way. While there is a difference in culture, food and approach, at
the end of the day, it comes back to simply respecting the culture. I
see myself as a guest no matter where I am and no matter how long
I’ve lived there. While I might not always agree on things but I tend
to keep out of it because for me the locals are the host and I am the
guest. That said, I enjoy all the benefits, meeting people, working
here, but I am also aware that I am here to do a job.
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT LIVING IN KUALA LUMPUR?
Having lived for 7 years on an island (Phuket), I was drawn to Kuala
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Lumpur’s city life. I wanted to break away from the island life routine
and in KL you have various avenues for entertainment such as musicals,
concerts, urban hiking trails and museums. My family and I went to an
Ed Sheeran concert recently. If we wanted to do that in Phuket, we’d
have to fly to Bangkok. But here, it’s only half an hour’s drive. There are
more choices here to entertain yourself and your family.
Especially for expats, KL offers plenty of choices. My wife and I decided
that moving to Kuala Lumpur was the right choice for us after having
read various positive reviews from other expats and it has come up as
one of the best destinations to live as an expat. For a while my wife and
I had always intended to send our kids to a German school and we
were quite happy that we could do it here.
HOW WOULD YOU DEFINE MALAYSIAN HOSPITALITY?
There are a lot of similarities between Thailand and Malaysia. However,
currently I think Malaysia is missing out on making the country into
a tourism brand. Malaysia has lots to offer its visitors. For instance,
you have beautiful spots, gorgeous scenery, mountains, serene islands
with nice beaches and the iconic Petronas Twin Towers. Furthermore,
many Malaysians have a good command of the English language and
speak more than one language. This is helpful and makes it easier
for the international travellers to find their way around. Malaysia has
everything. All that is missing is the right marketing.
HOW HAS THE EXPERIENCE AT IMPIANA KLCC HOTEL DIFFERED FROM
OTHER HOTELS YOU’VE WORKED IN?
Even though I have worked in Bangkok where the customer profiles
and demands are the same as here, the hotel location is not nearly as
grand as Impiana’s. This location attracts a diverse clientele from the
convention guests who need to walk over across to the street, the leisure
guests who can use the covered walkways to shop at Suria KLCC,
Pavillion and etc.
One of the most interesting things I’ve discovered is that 60% of our
guests are Malaysians. This gives us confidence that we are doing
something right, especially in establishing our hospitality brand in
providing genuine service with a heart.
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SHERATON IMPERIAL KUALA LUMPUR
The Grand Dame of Hotels
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

A

new life has been breathed into
the ‘Grand Dame’ of hotels,
Sheraton Imperial Kuala Lumpur.
This luxurious hotel has been beloved
by business travellers and discerning
international vacationers alike for over two
decades. Its recently-refreshed look serves a
juxtaposition of classic and contemporary,
while preserving certain elements that
grantsthe hotel its imperial epithet. Guests
are drawn into a grandeur space with
opulent chandeliers illuminating the space
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and magnificent flights of grand staircases
that unfold layers of the hotel. Sheraton
Imperial KL’s iconic landmark in Jalan
Sultan Ismail proves to be its greatest
advantage, offering extended shopping
and sightseeing opportunities to the
heritage row, art galleries, flourishing
business hubs and more. With increased
accommodation options, refreshed dining
concepts paired with Sheraton’s signature
services, this hotel delivers hospitality that
surpasses the comfort of your own home.

SHERATON CLUB ROOM
The star of our three-day indulgence was the
Sheraton Club Room, our home away from
home. Decked in earthy hues of brown and
grey, the room exuded contemporary comfort.
The view overlooking KL Tower and the city’s
skyline prompts you to lounge on the sofa
and take in the view, especially during sunset.
The Sheraton Club Room boasts generous
provisioning from its huge flat screen TV to
USB ports conveniently placed ubiquitously
and most importantly, a capacious and

comfortable bed. Meanwhile, the bathroom
sees a regal, classic marble finishing (the
hallmark of Sheraton Imperial’s aesthetics),
bath and a designated shower area. As the
name of the room suggests, guests staying in
this room are given access to the Sheraton
Club Lounge, where free flow of coffee and
tea facilities are available throughout the day.
In the evening, guests can indulge in cocktails
and canapés before dinner.
BREAKFAST AT SHERATON IMPERIAL KUALA
LUMPUR
There are several options for breakfast at this
hotel including room service, a sumptuous
breakfast at Essence and a quitter spread at
the Club Lounge. Those who wouldn’t want to
leave the comfort of the room can opt for the
in-room breakfast experience where you can
choose from an extensive menu to suit your
palate. We also loved the simple yet indulgent
spread at the Club Lounge that included

smoked salmon, cheese board and an egg
station. Whatever the breakfast style you
choose, you will certainly enjoy it and it
makes for a good start to the day.
CELESTIAL COURT
Celestial Court’s grand gazebo façade is
the embodiment of affluence, inviting guests
to tread further in to reveal a bounteous
space with hints of oriental elements. Here,
you can find the most delectable Chinese
cuisine presented by Chinese chef Ho Boon
and Dim Sum master chef Ken, who has reimagined classic dishes and favourites for
sophisticated modern diners.
VILLA DANIELI
Villa Danieli is a charming Italian
restaurant nestled on the fifth floor of
the hotel. A pathway leading up to the
restaurant transports guests to Italy with its
rustic interior, cosy ambience and hearty,

authentic Italian fare. Helmed by the
talented Italian chef Federico Bozzo, who
brings forth comforting yet intricate flavours
from his homeland that’s impossible not
to fall in love with. Pizza lovers can take
note that Villa Danieli is home to woodfired oven pizzas, the way it’s rightfully
prepared.
FACILITIES AT SHERATON IMPERIAL KL
We drifted to sleep on the plush bed only
to wake up rejuvenated and well-rested.
We took this opportunity to bask in the
morning sun and take a dip in the serene
pool, followed by a trip to the gym to take
advantage of the top-of-the-line exercise
machines. Refreshed and energised, we
were ready for another day of splendid
food experiences.
Jalan Sultan Ismail, 50250 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: +60 3-2717 9900
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TRIBECA BUKIT BINTANG
Your Home Away from Home
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

W

ith so many tempting options, deciding where to stay
in Kuala Lumpur can turn into a dilemma. Should
you spend a pretty penny for services you don’t
really need but great for your social media buzz or find a
minimalisticyet practical accommodation that gives you more
value for your buck? If you are leaning for the latter, then
Tribeca Service Suites Bukit Bintang is exactly what you need.
ROOMS
The hotel offers versatile facilities suited for both short and
long-term stays. Group travels are also eased with the option
of larger suites like The Duo, The Executive or The Pinnacle.
Each apartment comes with a cooking area with all the
necessary utensils, a multipurpose washing machine, vast
wardrobe space and a dining area. The size depends on the
room type and the largest room, in which case Pinnacle can
have up to 4 guests.
The Studio Suite we stayed in was uncompromising in
spaciousness and ingenious interior design. Contemporary
wooden furniture boosted the chic elegance of the space and
minimalistic design gave us a reprieve from the hustle and
bustle of the concrete jungle. With deadlines on my mind, I
placed myself by the work desk that was fully equipped to plug
in all my devices with ease.
The infinity pool for all hotel guests to enjoy

Dinner at Wizards at Tribeca

To reward myself for a job well done, my friend and I
made full use of the hotel’s strategic location to all of KL’s
hot spots. Shopping malls like Pavilion, KLCC, Lot 10 and
other reknowned retail outlets are merely a few minutes’
walk away. When we checked in, a woman who I assumed
was a hotel guest was asking for directions to Pavilion for a
solid 10 minutes and it led to a point where I felt the need
to intervene or order her a taxi. Fortunately, the gentle
smile and attentiveness of the lobby staff who patiently
repeated themselves convinced me that my intervention was
unnecessary.
ENTERTAINMENT
What we found most unique to Tribeca was the Lifestyle Pods
that are specifically designed to suit the needs of its guests. For
families, the Jungle Pod offers a spacious indoor playground
for children to play in. The Social Pod lets you unwind with a
game of foosball, pool or a bean bag-filled spot to socialise
with your friends. Other Pods include the Gym Pod, Zen Pod
and Business Pod.
DINING
Guests at Tribeca have the choice to enjoy breakfast at
Wizards (known locally as Wizards of Tribeca). This stylish
brunch café has received various accolades for its inventive
approaches to food, coffee and the overall brunch experience.
Tribeca’s dinner menu is equally as impressive as the brunch
menu. We tried the Mediterranean Fish and Beef Cheek. Both
were exceptional, especially when paired with the house pour.
215, Jalan Imbi, Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2727 2288

The pinnacle of comfort and style
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Four Seasons Kuala Lumpur Spreads Ramadan Joy
Luxury with a heart
By Jacqueline Benita Paul

C

elebrating its first Ramadan since
the hotel’s opening in June 2018,
the Four Seasons KL went all out
in embracing the festive occasion. The
hotel hosted 50 underprivileged and
disabled children from the Taman Megah
Handicapped Children’s Home and
Tasputra Perkim for a buka puasa feast.
The event was graced by the presence
of Tengku Permaisuri Selangor, Tengku
Permaisuri Norashikin. The atmosphere
of the event was nothing short of the Four
Seasons’s golden standard for luxury.
The room was filled with the by the
children’s laughter and excitement as they
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eyes were fixated to the scrumptious buffet
spread prepared for them.
Prior to the Maghrib prayer, I had a
conversation with the chairman of Tasputra
Perkim, Mrs Hajjah Elahe Norman, who
said that some of the parents who sent their
children to the day-care centre hadrecently
begun to struggle even more to commit to
the monthly fees but she could not bring
herself to turn away any child in need.
You could sense her deep empathy as she
spoke about some of the children who had
lost their parents which meant they could
not afford treatment despite desperately
needing it.

“As a non-profit organisation, it’s a
challenge to get financial support
from government bodies. This makes
us dependent on public donations.
Hopefully, with more collaborations with
the Four Seasons KL, we can get the word
out there that we are here and we would
appreciate any little help to support the
wellbeing of our children with special
needs”,she said.
The event concluded with the handingout of duit raya and cookies to all the
children by Tengku Permaisuti Norashikin
and Tom Roelens, general manager of
Four Seasons Kuala Lumpur.

TASPUTRA PERKIM
Established in 1987, the multiracial
day-care training centre is a beacon of
hope for middle-income families who are
unable to afford the care programme
fees. Tasputra Perkim offers a myriad
of therapies to help improve the motor
skills of the children. These include aqua
therapy, physiotherapy, occupational
therapy and sensory stimulation. Despite
the struggle of not having regular financial
assistance or government grant, the centre
which is running for over 30 years now
and has been efficiently using all the all
public donations to provide the highest
standard of care for all these children
under their care.
If you would like to donate or volunteer,
you may email to tasputraperkim@gmail.
com or call 03- 4251 6100
TAMAN MEGAH HANDICAPPED
CHILDREN’S HOME.
The home houses over 100 children
with various disabilities including Down
syndrome, autism, cerebral palsy, muscular
dystrophy, hydrocephalous, epilepsy,
stroke, hyper activity and intellectual
disabilities. Children from broken homes,
abused or from single-parent background
make up some of the homes residents.
With plans to build a one-stop centre
aimed to provide a more conducive
environment for the betterment of young
disabled children, the centre is always in
need of donations from the public.
To donate, call 603 - 7806 1143 or email
ppkkctm_4@yahoo.com
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Amino Mason Launched Its Ultimate Botanical Hair Care
Series Exclusively With Guardian Malaysia
Hailing from Japan, Amino Mason, ranked
top-selling hair care brand in Japan, UK &
USA, has finally made its way to Malaysia.
During the launch at Eight Days salon in
Ikano Power Centre, the brand announced
its exclusive retail partnership with Guardian
Malaysia.
The hair care brand is known for its
pioneering use of all-natural botanical, fruit
and herbal extracts and fortified with 18 types
of Super Amino Acids – all key to cleansing,
moisturizing, protecting and managing scalp
and hair health.
All the shampoo products have a unique
whipped cream consistency achieved through
Nano technology, enabling a low molecular
weight and ensuring deep penetration into
the scalp. The botanical amino acid-based
surfactant and botanical cleansing ingredients
froth up just like whipped cream to protect
hair from friction caused during shampooing
while gently washing off dirt and oil. Hence,
the scalp is cleansed and hydrated properly.
At the exclusive preview, two Amino Mason
hair care range consisting of 8 different types
of products were launched.
The Moist Hair Care Series with the bouquet
of white rose consists of shampoo, treatment

serum, pack mask, hair oil and night cream
made from milk infused with beauty essence
from Manuka honey, mango oil, almond oil
and argan oil, and blending of avocado and
cherimoya. The Moist series is recommended
for those with dry to normal hair.

made from milk infused with beauty essence
from rose honey, apricot, pomegranate,
rosemary and lavender and, blending of
botanical fruits such as lemon and raspberry.
The Smooth series is recommended for those
with normal to oily hair.

The Smooth Hair Care Series with the
bouquet of peony rose consists of shampoo,
treatment serum, pack mask and hair water

The full Amino Mason range is now available
exclusively at all Guardian outlets in West
and East Malaysia.

Lisa Surihani lead runners in pledge to
#KurangManis because #ImSweetEnough
UNICEF Borneo Marathon make a sweet promise for better health

L

isa Surihani, UNICEF National Ambassador in Malaysia
ran alongside close to 11,000 runners at the UNICEF
Borneo marathon to promote better nutrition with the theme
#KurangManis because #ImSweetEnough. The marathon aims to
promote healthy eating habits among children and adolescents
by encouraging participants to “kurang manis” which means to
reduce sugar intake.
According to the World Health Organisation (WHO), obesity
among children aged between 5 to 19 years old in Malaysia
is the second highest in the ASEAN region, after Brunei.
Consumption of sugary drinks is a major contributor, filled with
free sugars, calories and no nutritional value, their consumption
amongst children and adolescents is growing. Data from the
National Health and Morbidity Survey 2017 shows that one in
three adolescents drink a can of soda at least once a day and
consume an average of 10 teaspoons of sugar a day - 4 spoons
more than the recommended amount for adults. Children and
adolescents need to eat healthily and regularly, in order to help
them reach their nutritional goals.
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According to the National Health and Morbidity Survey 2017:
• One in three adolescents consume soda at least once a day.
• Adolescents’ average daily sugar consumption has increased
to 10 teaspoons compared to 7 teaspoons in 2012.
• 7 in 10 adolescents skip breakfast regularly (6 days or more
a week), and the main reason given (by 44%) was because they
had no appetite.
• 70% of adolescents consume heavy meals (e.g. fried chicken,
nasi lemak) after 10pm 1-6 days a week.
• 92% of adolescents consume inadequate amounts of
vegetables daily.
#KurangManis because #ImSweetEnough is a call to eat
healthily and regularly, in order to help children and
adolescents reach their nutritional goals.

Under Armour’s All-New Training Line with Infrared Technology
Under Armour is the first revolutionised
athletic wear brand in the market to introduce
sweat-wicking fabric in 1996. Once again,
Under Armour is changing the performance
apparel game by introducing responsive
textiles and gear which are scientifically
designed to enhance performance. When
it comes to training, Under Armour has 24
hours, 365 days of holistic mentality for
athletes to work towards their full potential
which gives more beyond training, sweat and

competition. Now in 2019, Under Armour
once again partnered with Celliant to create
UA RUSH, a mineral-infused fabric designed
to enhance movements, giving athletes that
extra edge by recycling the body’s energy
during moments of performance.
What Is Under Armour Rush (UA RUSH)?
Under Armour RUSH is the newest
performance apparel line, designed to be
worn at the time of sweat. This scientifically-

engineered fabric promotes improved
performance and energy return. UA RUSH
is intended to provide the same benefits to
the body as an infrared sauna. Minerals
found naturally in the earth are extracted and
broken down into active particles, which are
then melded together to form a proprietary
blend. The blend is then infused into the fibres
which ultimately knit into Under Armour’s
high-performance fabrics that make up the
gear in the collection.
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Tel: 03-6201 6553
Tel: 03-6211 7877

Tel: 03-2691 6599

/ 2430 / 2431
03-2179 8082

03-2782 3875

NIPPORI

LUCKY TORA

Jalan PJU 8/8, Damansara
Perdana, 47820 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor

25, Jalan Mesui, Bukit Bintang,
50200 Kuala Lumpur

4, Jln Delima,kl
Tel: 03-2782 3800

03-2148 8744

Sheraton Imperial Hotel
Centre
Tel: 03-8949 6288

03-2614 8056
03-2771 6773
Tel: 03-2142 6636

03-4280 5666

The Resort Cafe
03 - 7495 2009 . Lobby Level,
Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa
*Pork-Free Restaurant

Ampang Water Front

Eight Gourmets Gala (EGG)
017 948 8684 . Suite G-01,
Ground Floor, Pinnacle Annexe,
Persiaran Lagoon, Bandar Sunway,
47500, Selangor

Jasons Food Hall
is a favourite with shoppers, as it
offers an extensive range of fresh and
international food brands.
10am - 10pm daily.

03-2143 1128
Pavillion
Tel: 03-5633 2530

Jalan Bukit Bintang

03-8946 2333

Tel: 03-2697 9312
012-399 0734

10am - 10pm dayly

03-2333 1360

Tel: 03-2786 9333

03-7490 3838
Tel: 03-7730 0333

Hotel . Non-Halal . Private Dining

Tel: 03-2117 3111

NON-SMOKING BAR

Tel: 03-2697 7662

Play Lounge
64M, Jalan SS21/58, Damansara
Utama, 47400, Petaling Jaya
Tel: +6011-3920 7568
Alexis the Bar Upstairs
(partial smoking section)
29A Jalan Telawi 3, Bangsar Baru,
59100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603 2284 2880
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Hubba Hubba Mont Kiara
(partial smoking section)
Level G, Seni Mont Kiara, 2A,
Changkat Duta Kiara,
50480 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +6012 205 0442
The Berlin KL
208, Jalan Tun HS Lee,
50000 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603-20222111
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Tamarind Springs
03-4256 9300 . Jalan 1 Taman
Tun Abdul Razak, Ampang
Halal . Fine Dining

The Majestic Hotel Kuala Lumpur
5 Jalan Sultan Hishamuddin, 50000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
03-2785 8000
www.majestickl.com

The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur
03-2727 1111 . Jalan Stesen Sentral 2,
Kuala Lumpur Sentral . From RM850

Tatsu Japanese Restaurant
03-2782 6118
Ampang Park
InterContinental Hotel
Halal . Casual Dining . C9
Raja Chulan
Kokufu
Sri Pan Pacific KL
Nobu Kuala Lumpur
03-2164 5084 . Menara 3 Petronas
Persiaran KLCC . Fine Dining
Fukuya Restaurant
03-2144 1022 . 9, Jalan Delima,
Imbi, Kuala Lumpur . Casual Dining
Haru Japanese Restaurant
03-2011 8783 . 124A, Jalan Kasah,
Medan Damansara . Casual Dining

Yuzu
03-2284 7663 . The Gardens,
Mid Valley City . Casual Dining

03-2782 6000
03-20201708

Tao (chi)

Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara
03-2720 6688 . 6, Jalan Damanlela,
Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur
. From RM330-RM820 . www.sofitelkualalumpur-damansara.com

03-2718 6868

Hotel Capitol Kuala Lumpur
03-21437000 . Jalan Bulan Off
Jalan Bukit Bintang
. www.capitol.com.my
Seri Pacific Hotel Kuala Lumpur
03-4042 5555 Jalan Putra PWTC
Zende (Int’l), Kokufu (Jap), lounge to Chereza
From RM198++ to RM3,000 B5
www.seripacifichotel.com
Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur
03-2182 1234 Jalan Pinang
KLCC JP Teres (Malaysian),
THIRTY8 (International), Poolside
From RM550 - RM5610
www.kualalumpur.grand.hyatt.com

03-2020 5499

03-2267 1111

Philea Mines Beach Resort

Aloft Kuala Lumpur Sentral
03-2723 1000
Jalan Stesen Sentral
Nook (International), MAI Bar (Bar
Menu), w xyz(SM) Bar (Cocktails &
Snacks) From RM270 - RM388
www.starwoodhotels.com/alofthotels

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa

Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA
03-8787 3333

.

Degrees (Int), Traveller’s Bar & Grill,
Palmz Lounge (Wn) From RM570++
www.samasamahotels.com

Flavours Restaurant (Int’l), Green
Treats Delicatessen (Int’l), T@ste 6
Restaurant (Int’l) From470+

.

Pullman Kuala Lumpur

Istana Negara, Jalan Duta
Located along Jalan Duta, it is the official residence of Malaysia’s king since
Nov 11, 2011. Influenced by both Islamic and traditional Malay architecture,
this unique structure is the latest addition
to the country’s architectural wonders.
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03-2162 2233

Makana Restaurant
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MUSEUMS
03-2331 7007

TO

03-2274 6542

ADVERTISE

6.00pm . F4
03-2693 0191

03-2094 1222

Berjaya Times Square Theme Park
1 Jalan Imbi, Level 5 & 7, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2117 3118
Sunway Lagoon Theme Park
3 Jalan Pjs 11/11, Bandar Sunway,
Petaling Jaya . Tel: 03-5639 0000

Craft Complex
03- 2164 8344
Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. •
Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik
printing and pottery from the 13 states
of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily.
• E9 FREE

Telekom Museum
03-2031 9966
Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan
• Displays interesting exhibits of
telephones and evolution of their
designs over the years.
• Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays
• E6 FREE

Sultan Abdul Samad Building
Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan
Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big
Ben of KL, this historical landmark and
heritage building is well known for its
Moghul architecture dating back to
1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial
Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme
Court. • E5

PETRONAS Twin Towers
03- 2615 8188
KLCC • KL City Centre • The
88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at
451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL
and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped
park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is
open to visitors between 9am-7pm
daily, closed on Monday • D8

03-2267 1111

Genting Highlands Theme Park
Genting Highlands Resort
Tel: 03-2718 1118
District 21
Level 1, IOI City Mall, Putrajaya
Tel: 03-8328 8888

IN
THIS
SPACE

03-2092 1150

RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children
3 to 12 years old

CONTACT:

B ARATHAN AMUTHAN
PHOTOGRAPHER
+60 12-244 6797
IG : framesbybarathanamuthan
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KL Lifestyle
31 Jalan Utara,
46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor,
Malaysia
Tel: +603 7932 0668
Email: info@mediate.com.my
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Star Cinema
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5B Sucasa Service Apartments
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4D The Coronade Hotel
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2A Sunway Putra Hotel
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Stesen KL Sentral, 50050 Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2274 3135

Road / Jalan ............ J.
Lane / Lorong .......... L.
River / Sungai .......... Sg.
Village / Kampung ... Kg.

Getting around in Kuala
Lumpur is easy. The transit
systems are efficient, taxis
are plenty and buses are
cheap. The public transportation usage peak hours
are from 7am to 9am and
4.30pm to 6.30pm during
the working days.

Klang Valley Rail Transit Map

By Transit systems

The KL monorail and LRT coaches
are air-conditioned and comfortable
and run from 6am to midnight. The
systems are connected to each other
at several points and the network covers most parts of the city. Fares range
from RM0.90 to RM2.80 per single
journey.

By Taxis

Taxis are easily available at hotels
or at taxi stands. Fares start at RM3
for the first kilometre and RM0.25 for
every 115 metres thereon. There is a
50% surcharge on the metered fare
from midnight to 6am and a baggage
charge of RM2 per piece stored in the
boot. There is also an additional RM1
for 3rd passenger (maximum 4 in a
car). For an extra charge of RM2, you
can book a taxi by phone.

By Ecovans

Ecovans can accommodate up to 5
passengers. They serve mainly guests
at major hotels and follow the fare
structure of taxis but charge RM4
instead of RM2 for the first kilometre.

By Buses

Buses serve all parts of Kuala Lumpur
with fares beginning from RM1.
Some hotels also offer free bus shuttle
services to major shopping malls in
the city.

KL Hop-on/Hop-off Bus
Service

Links you to 40 attractions around
the city with 22 designated stops.
8.30am to 8.30pm. Ticket: RM38
with discounts for locals, senior
citizens, students and children.
03-2691 1382

GETTING TO THE AIRPORT

COACHES TO KLIA AND/OR LCCT

KLIA Ekspres: The journey takes
about 28 minutes from KL Sentral and
another 3 minutes to KLIA2. The fare
is RM55 per person per way. There is
also check-in facility at KL Sentral for
some airlines.

•
•
•
•

Taxi: The fare from the city
centre to
the airport is RM90 – RM120 per
taxi.
Eco Transit: Eco Transit can
accommodate up to 5 adults and has
a fixed fare of RM130/ trip.
Limousine: Can be arranged
with the hotel concierge and fare
range from RM100 – RM200.

Airport Coach - +603-6203 3067
Sky Bus - +6016-217 6950
Aerobus - +603-3344 8828
The Star Shuttle - +603-4043 8811

TRANSPORTATION
Air Travel

• Kuala Lumpur International Airport
+603 8776 2000
• Klia2
+603 8778 5500
• Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah Airport
+603-7845 3245

Domestic Airlines

• MAS +603-2161 0555
• MAS Reservation Number
+603-8890 3702
• AirAsia +603-2171 9333

• FireFly +603-7845 4543
• Malindo Air +603-7841 5388

Rail

•
•
•
•
•

KL Sentral 03-2274 7435
KLIA Ekspres 03-2267 8000
KTM 03-2267 1200
Rapid KL 03-7885 2585
KL Monorail 03-2273 1888

•
•
•
•
•

Galaxy Asia 012-368 0117
AVIS +603-5885 2300
ORIX Auto +603-9284 7799
Eazy Peezy +6011-1166 6545
WS Rent-A-Car 03-4256 6999

Car Rental

Taxis

• Sunlight Cab +603-9200 1166
• Public Cab +603-6259 2929
• MyTeksi +601-300-80-5858

• Saujana Teksi +6011-1929 0976
• Grab Malaysia +601-300-80-5858

Emergency Services

• KL Tourist Police (24 hours)
03-2166 8322
• Police & Ambulance
999 or 112 (mobile phones)
• Fire & Rescue 994
• KL City Council 03-2691 6011

Tourism Offices

• Ministry Of Tourism Malaysia
+60 3-2161 5161
• Pusat Pelancongan Malaysia (MATIC)
+60 3-9235 4827
• Tourism Malaysia +603-8891 8000
• Melaka +60 6-288 1549
• Putrajaya Tourism Malaysia State Office
+60 3-2615 8188

03 2276 7000

